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Abstract

Despite the fact that alkali metal dimers are in the focus of molecular quantum gas
research, not much data is available on the hyperfine structure of these molecules in
particular for their electronically excited states. Here, we present our approach for
a quantitative treatment of the hyperfine structure of the Cs2 dimer in electronically
excited states. The understanding of the hyperfine splitting in conjunction with the
knowledge of the selection rules for optical transitions is of importance for the state
control of molecules.

In the thesis, the theory needed to understand and perform the calculations is described
as well as a discussion of the results. The main simplification of our approach is that
we assume that the molecular hyperfine interactions are determined by the hyperfine
interactions of individual atoms, which is the case when the molecules are in vibrational
levels near the dissociation limit. Some of our results are important for our absolute
ground-state transfer experiment. In this experiment, we transfer ultracold molecules
from an initially very loosely bound vibrational level of the electronic ground state to
the absolute ground state. To do so, we use a coherent optical process that couples
rotational and vibrational states of the electronic ground state to electronically excited
states that are strongly mixed by spin-orbit interaction. We center the discussion of our
results on the electronically excited states that we exploit for the ground-state transfer.
However, our calculations give simultaneously the hyperfine structure for all molecular
potentials that are correlated for large internuclear separations to the two-atom state
in which one Cs atom is the 6s state and the other in the 6p state.



Zusammenfassung

Obwohl Moleküle aus Alkalimetallatomen eine wichtige Stellung im Forschungsgebiet
der molekularen Quantengase einnehmen, ist ihre Hyperfeinstruktur bisher nur spärlich
erforscht worden. Vor allem auf die Behandlung der Hyperfeinstruktur von elektro-
nisch angeregten Zuständen ist nur wenig eingegangen worden. Im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit präsentieren wir unseren Ansatz zur Beschreibung der Hyperfeinstruktur von
elektronisch angeregten Zuständen des Cs2-Moleküls. Durch ein besseres Verständnis
der Hyperfeinstruktur wird eine feinere Kontrolle der Molekülzustände möglich.

In dieser Diplomarbeit erklären wir die Theorie hinter unseren Näherungen, die Rech-
nungen und diskutieren unsere Resultate. Unsere Berechnungen bauen auf der An-
nahme auf, dass die molekularen Hyperfeinwechselwirkungen durch die Hyperfeinwech-
selwirkungen in den einzelnen Atomen, aus denen die Moleküle zusammengesetzt sind,
bestimmt werden. Einige unserer Resultate sind für unser Grundzustandstransfer-
Experiment von Bedeutung. In diesem Experiment führen wir durch einen kohärenten
Prozess den Zustand von anfänglich schwach gebundenen Cs2-Molekülen in den abso-
luten Grundzustand über. Dabei werden Schwingungs- und Rotationszustände aus dem
elektronischen Grundzustand mit elektronisch angeregten Zuständen gekoppelt. In der
Diskussion unserer Resultate setzen wir den Schwerpunkt auf die in diesem Grundzu-
standstransfer verwendeten elektronisch angeregten Zustände. Wir haben aber auch
die Hyperfeinstruktur der anderen elektronisch angeregten Zustände berechnet, deren
Molekülpotentiale für große Kernabstände mit dem selben Dissotiationlimit, i.e. ein
Atom im 6s Zustand das andere im 6p Zustand, korrelieren.
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1 Introduction

The research field of molecular quantum gases is one of the hot topics of today’s physics
research. Cold and ultracold molecules have the potential to revolutionize physics and
chemistry. Cold molecular gases are of great interest in high precision measurements
in which one searches for a possible permanent electrical dipole moment of the electron
[1] or one tries to test for a time variation of fundamental constants [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Ultracold molecular gases open up the field of (quantum-)controlled chemistry [7]. The
hope is to prepare molecules in well defined quantum states and to open or close chem-
ical reaction channels via external fields. Furthermore, ultracold molecular quantum
gases make new investigations in the domain of matter-wave physics and many-body
physics possible. A special focus is set on ultracold polar molecules that possess large
permanent electrical dipole moments. These hold the promise to allow the study of yet
uninvestigated quantum phases and quantum phase transitions [8] and it is expected
that polar molecules will be exploited in quantum information science [9, 10, 11]. For
review articles of the rapidly growing field of cold and ultracold 1 molecules the reader
is referred to Ref. [12, 13, 14, 15]

Until today, most ultracold matter experiments have been performed on samples of
ultracold atoms. Laser cooling in combination [16] with evaporative cooling [17] and
trapping by magnetic and light fields have made it possible to reach high phase-space
densities with atomic samples. Examples for pioneering experiments with ultracold
atoms are the formation of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs), almost simultaneously
by Anderson et al. (1995) [18] and Davis et al. (1995) [19], and the fundamental
investigations of the intriguing properties of BECs. Such as, the superfluid character,
which was tested by the formation of vortex lattices in rotating BECs [20, 21] and the
macroscopic matter-wave character of BECs, as exemplified by interference patterns for
colliding BECs [22]. A further highlight from the first years of ultracold quantum gas
research was the formation of degenerate atomic Fermi gases [23, 24, 25]. A fascinating
prospect of research activities on atomic Fermi gases was the possibility to observe
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) state [26, 27]. Probing and understanding the
BCS state is of great importance because BCS theory serves as the foundation of our
understanding of superconductivity in metals and of superfluidity in 3He.

A major reason for the importance of research on ultracold quantum gases for many-
and few-body physics is given by the fact that ultracold quantum gases can be controlled
and manipulated with extraordinary precision. Feshbach resonances (FR) [28] are one
of the most important tools that enable this control. By the use of FRs it becomes
possible to tune atomic interactions and to create samples of weakly bound Feshbach
molecules [29]. A breakthrough in the area of many-body physics was made by the
observation of the BEC-BCS crossover [30, 31]. Using a FR in a degenerate atomic
Fermi gas, it was possible to create BECs of very loosely bound dimer molecules on the

1The distinction whether a gas is considered as cold or ultracold is roughly given by the following
rule of thumb: a gas is cold if its temperature is around and below 1 mK and it is ultracold if its
temperature is around or below some µK.
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repulsive side of the FR [32]. In addition, it was possible to form the BCS state on the
attractive side of the FR and to observe the smooth crossover between the two states
(BEC-BCS crossover). In the domain of few-body physics, FRs also provide a unique
tool for investigations. For instance, the combination of ultracold atoms and FR makes
it possible to study properties of three-body Efimov states [33]. In our experiment, FRs
play a leading role. We use a FR to create Feshbach molecules from a Cs BEC.

Another important tool for quantum gas control and manipulation are optical lattice
potentials [34]. Optical lattice potentials are used in order to produce periodic poten-
tials for particles. Ultracold quantum gases loaded into an optical lattice can serve as
quantum simulators for many-body physics. One of the most famous physical systems
that was realized with ultracold atoms in an optical lattice is the Bose-Hubbard (BH)
model [35]. The BH model describes the hopping of bosonic atoms between the low-
est vibrational states of the lattice sites. Essentially, two parameters determine the
many-body state: The hopping matrix element J given by the kinetic energy and the
depth of the lattice and the on site interaction U (the repulsion between the atoms).
By variation of the ratio of J and U (for example by variation of the lattice depth)
one can drive a phase transition from a superfluid (SF) phase to a Mott-insulator (MI)
phase. In the SF phase the atoms are delocalized over the lattice. In the MI phase
every lattice site is occupied with the same number n (for n =, 1, 2, 3, ...) of atoms. If
an external trap is superimposed on the optical lattice, a series of MI domains with dif-
ferent n values separated by SF regions can be observed [36]. The first who observed the
superfluid-to-Mott-insulator phase transition on ultracold atoms in a three dimensional
optical lattice were Greiner et al. (2002) [37]. Later the transition was observed also in
one and two dimensions [38, 39] and for fermionic atoms [40]. We are also exploiting
an optical lattice in our ground-state transfer experiment. We use the optical lattice to
produce a Mott-insulator state with two atoms per lattice cite (n = 2).

1.1 Applications of Cold and Ultracold Molecules

In current research one is trying to extend the experiments on ultracold matter from
atomic to molecular gases. Molecules greatly enrich the range of quantum gas appli-
cations because they have properties that are not found in atoms. In addition to the
molecular electronic structure and the molecular fine and hyperfine structure, which
have their counterparts in the atomic energy structure, molecules can rotate and vi-
brate. For example, these additional degrees of freedom are important in tests of fun-
damental physical laws [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Furthermore heteronuclear molecules typically
have permanent electrical dipole moments that are much larger than the dipole mo-
ments of atoms. (An exception are atoms in Rydberg states, which also have a very
large electrical dipole moment [41] but low lifetimes.) Such polar molecules are then
subject to dipole-dipole interactions that is anisotropic and of long-range character.
Molecules should thus, in contrast to atoms, for which interactions are isotropic and
short range, allow the study of new phases in many-body physics [8, 42, 43] and new
quantum computing schemes [9, 10, 11].

At low and ultralow temperature thermal perturbations are reduced to a minimum.
Therefore, molecular spectroscopy with ultrahigh resolution becomes possible, helping
to improve our knowledge of molecular structure and molecular dynamics. An important
application of ultrahigh resolution spectroscopy lies in tests of fundamental physical laws
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[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. For example, spectroscopy of rotational and vibrational (rovibrational)
levels might contribute to answering the question whether fundamental constants are
indeed constant [44]. It is possible that the values of fundamental constants vary with
time. Accurate measurements on rovibrational spectra of ultracold molecules can help
answering this question for the fine structure constant α and the electron-proton mass
ratio µ. For example, some rovibrational levels are very strongly affected by changes
of µ and others not. Comparison of the frequencies for transitions into strongly and
weakly affected rovibrational levels would be a possible measurement that can detect
a change of µ. Another test of fundamental physics is the search of a possible electric
dipole moment of the electron [1]. It is thought that measurements on the electric dipole
moment of the electron can help to understand the difference in amount of matter to
antimatter. When an external electrical field is applied to an atom or a molecule the
effect of the field on the dipole moment of the electron would be strongly enhanced by
relativistic effects. This enhancement is much stronger in polar molecules than in atoms.
Spectroscopy of rovibrational levels of heavy polar molecules should be many orders of
magnitude more sensitive to the electron dipole moment than atomic spectroscopy.

Further applications for ultracold molecules originate from the prospect of quantum-
controlled chemistry [7, 13]. With almost perfect control of the external and internal
degrees of freedom, it will be possible to prepare ultracold molecules in well defined
quantum states. Thus, one can observe how the chemical reactions are modified by
state preparation at ultralow temperatures. For example, Ospelkaus et al. (2010) [45]
recently investigated chemical reactions of ultracold fermionic 40K87Rb molecules. They
observed that quantum statistics and tunneling through angular momentum barriers
play a crucial role in the reactions of ultracold molecules. When the molecules were
prepared in different hyperfine states reaction rates were very high. However, just a
tiny modification of the molecular state, namely a flip of the nuclear spin of the Rb
nucleus so that the molecules were identical fermions, led to a decrease of the chemical
reaction rate by a factor of 10-100. The reaction rates were reduced by the angular
momentum barrier that arises from Pauli blocking. It is also important to point out,
that even in the case of identical fermions the reaction rates were still quite high since
the molecules are able to tunnel through the barrier. In addition to the precise state
preparation prospects, it will also be possible to control the possible reaction channels
by application of electric, magnetic, and light fields.

The large permanent electric dipole moment of polar molecules is of interest in quantum
information science and in quantum simulation science. Polar molecules trapped in opti-
cal lattice potentials can be used as qubits for quantum information processes [9, 10, 11].
Polar molecules can be stored in scalable systems and are expected to have good coher-
ence properties. Quantum simulators could be used instead of computer calculations
to simulate quantum mechanical problems. The idea is to directly build a Hamiltonian
that matches the properties of another Hamiltonian of interest, whose properties are
not fully understood. The re-built Hamiltonian can then give insights similar to com-
puter simulations. The long-range, anisotropic dipolar interactions expand the range
of Hamiltonians that can be modeled. For example, polar molecules in optical lattices
can be used to model spin systems [43, 46]. An extended Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
in which not only nearest neighbor interactions but also next nearest neighbor inter-
actions are taken into account can possibly also be modeled with polar molecules in
optical lattices [8]. Further prospects for cold and ultracold molecules can be found in
reviews like [13, 14, 15].
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1.2 Production of Cold and Ultracold Molecules

At the present, there are several procedures tested to create samples of cold and ul-
tracold molecules that are dense enough for the various applications. A quantity
that characterizes a gas simultaneously by its temperature and density is the phase-
space density D, given by the formula D = nλ3

T. Here, n is the number density and
λT = (2π~2/mkBT )1/2 is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, which determines the av-
erage extension of the particles wave packets in thermal equilibrium. For D ≈ 1 and
higher, one speaks of a quantum gas or the regime of quantum degeneracy. Generally,
one intends to have a high phase-space density. But, in many aspects the control of the
external degrees of freedom of molecules and consequently of phase-space density is an
unsolved problem.

The difficulties mainly result from the complex internal structure of molecules. Firstly,
the complex internal structure makes the use of laser cooling an almost impossible task.
Excited molecular states can decay into many lower lying states and thus closed cooling
cycles are hard to find. However, for a specific diatomic molecule laser cooling of the
motional states has recently been demonstrated [47], but the phase-space densities that
are achieved in this way are negligible. The second difficulty, is the fact that molecules
in rovibrationally excited states are very sensitive to collisional relaxation. It is very
likely that, as a result of a collision, rovibrationally excited molecules change their state
to a lower lying rovibrational state. The released energy increases the kinetic energy
of the molecules. The effect generally is heating and trap loss. It is certainly a limit-
ing factor for the production of dense and ultracold molecular samples. Especially, in
production schemes of molecular quantum gases one has to avoid collisional relaxation.
Collisional relaxation reduces n and λT. Furthermore, it increases the overall number of
internal molecular states that are populated. This is very cumbersome for the produc-
tion of degenerate gases because preferably only one state should be populated. One
can suppress collisional relaxation if one transfers the molecules to the absolute ground
state i.e. the lowest hyperfine state of the rotational, vibrational and electronic (rovi-
bronic) ground state. However, the complex structure of molecules, with its myriad of
close lying molecular energy levels, makes it very difficult to prepare molecules in the
absolute ground state. An exceptional case of suppression of collisional relaxation is
given by loosely bound dimer molecules, where the components of the molecules are
fermions of the same species. Here, the Pauli blocking stabilizes the molecules against
collisional relaxation [48]. BECs of vibrationally highly excited Feshbach molecules have
been produced in Innsbruck [32] and Boulder [25].

There exist several approaches that aim at the efficient production of cold and ultracold
molecules and try to overcome the difficulties of laser cooling. Generally, one distin-
guishes between direct cooling methods and indirect cooling and deceleration methods.
In direct methods one directly cools molecules whereas the indirect methods rely first on
the production of ultracold atoms. The ultracold atoms are then associated to ultracold
molecules. Thus, ultracold molecules are gained indirectly. In deceleration techniques
one slows the particles of a beam of cold molecules down.

In Stark [49] and Zeeman [50] deceleration schemes, rapidly switching electric or mag-
netic fields are applied to a supersonic beam of molecules to slow the beam particles
down. In the moving frame of the beam the temperature of the beam is on the order
of 1 K. If the beam is slowed down, one obtains a sample of rather cold molecules.
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A prominent example of a direct cooling technique is the buffer gas cooling technique.
A pioneering experiment is for instance detailed in Ref. [51]. In this technique, pre-
cooled atoms collide with hot molecules. By thermalization of the molecules with the
cold atoms the molecules simply become colder. Afterwards one separates the molecules
from the atoms by magnetic and electric guiding fields.

The photoassociation (PA) technique and the Feshbach association (FA) technique be-
long to the indirect cooling techniques. In PA experiments a photon is absorbed by two
colliding ultracold atoms. By absorption of the photon, the atom pair is bound to a
molecule in an electronically excited state. Some of the molecules spontaneously decay
into bound levels of the electronic ground-state potentials and form stable ultracold
electronic ground-state molecules. Such a process is also called a one-color PA process.
The first samples of ultracold cesium dimers were produced at the Laboratoire Aimé
Cotton (Orsay, France) by the PA technique [52]. The efficiency of PA experiments de-
pends on the overlap of vibrational states in the electronically excited potential and in
the electronic ground-state potential. Often good overlap is obtained by employing spe-
cial properties of electronic potentials. For example, the existence of purely long-range
vibrational states [53] and resonant coupling [54], which are consequences of spin-orbit
interaction, increases the efficiency of PA experiments. Two-color PA processes are co-
herent and use stimulated Raman transitions to produce molecules. Two color PA has
also been successfully demonstrated [55].

Today, the technique that produces the highest value of phase-space density is the
Feshbach-association technique. For this technique even the regime of quantum degen-
eracy is in reach. In the FA technique magnetic fields are used to tune the relative
energy between bound molecular states and the state of colliding atoms (see figure 1.1).
This is possible when the magnetic moments of the two states are different. If coupling
is also allowed between the two states, a FR occurs when the relative energy is tuned to
zero. By adiabatically tuning the magnetic field over the FR, one can associate ultra-
cold atoms to weakly bound but translationally ultracold molecules. Evidence for the
first production of Feshbach molecules was reported in Ref. [29] and a review on the
whole topic of FR and FA is given by Ref. [28].

This diploma thesis is embedded in a research project investigating techniques for the
production of quantum gases of ultracold ground-state molecules. The central idea is
to associate molecules from an atomic BEC that already possesses high phase-space
density, to preserve the high phase-space density for the molecular sample and sub-
sequently transfer the molecules to the absolute ground state in order to produce a
ground-state molecular BEC (mBEC). Specifically, an ensemble of Cs2 molecules in the
lowest hyperfine state of the rovibronic ground state (ν = 0, N = 0) shall be put in the
state of an mBEC. In the limit of weakly bound molecules, the production of an mBEC
was already demonstrated [32, 57]. In contrast, the production of ground-state mBECs
requests additional efforts because Pauli blocking is not assuring collisional stability, as
is the case for Feshbach molecules composed of fermions [32, 57]. The production of a
tightly bound mBEC has not been reported yet. In our experiment, ultracold atoms of
a Cs BEC are transferred by the use of an optical lattice to a Mott-insulator state. The
atoms are then associated by FA to Cs2 Feshbach molecules. The Feshbach molecules
are then coherently transferred to the absolute ground state by exploiting the stimu-
lated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) technique [58]. The experiment serves as a
proof-of-principle demonstration that shows that the production scheme followed by us
can indeed be used to produce molecular ground-state BECs. It serves as a testbed
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Figure 1.1: Energy diagram for the state of the colliding atoms and the molecular
bound state. By variation of the magnetic field B the energy difference of the
bound molecular state and the state of the colliding atoms can be tuned to zero.
The atoms in (1) are associated to the molecular state (2) by sweeping the magnetic
field downwards across the resonance. Figure is taken from Ref. [56]

for the production of molecular quantum gases that are formed out of polar molecules.
A similar production scheme for a ground-state mBEC of polar molecules is evidently
more complicated because one has to deal with the more complex situation of mixing
two different atom species. Despite this fact, the route of mixing two species is already
followed by our group in Innsbruck [59, 60] and by the group around D.S. Jin and J. Ye
[61]. In the next section we explain the ground-state transfer experiment and highlight
the relevance of this diploma thesis.

1.3 The Ground-State Transfer Experiment and the
Molecular Hyperfine Structure of Cs2 Molecules

The procedures of the experiment are summarized in figure 1.2 and detailed in Ref. [62]
and Ref. [63].

The first step is to cool and trap Cs atoms to produce a cesium BEC. The BEC is then
loaded into an optical lattice potential by adiabatically switching on the lattice. The
frequency of the lattice light is far detuned from atomic resonances. In this way heating
by the lattice light is kept at a minimum. The lattice depth is increased to drive the
superfluid-to-Mott insulator phase transition. Due to the effect of the confining trapping
potential not all atoms are put into MI phase. MI regions of different occupation number
are separated by atoms in the SF phase. The situation for our set-up is illustrated in
figure 1.3.

In the center of the trap we produce a MI region with n = 2 surrounded by a SF
phase, then a MI region with n = 1 and again a SF phase. We adjust the lattice and
the external trap parameters to optimize the population of the two-atom Mott shell.
Experimentally, we find that we can populate 45% of the lattice sites with exactly two
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Figure 1.2: Experimental procedure for the ultracold molecule production. A BEC
of Cs atoms is loaded into an optical lattice potential. Then the superfluid-to-
Mott insulator phase transition is driven by increasing the depth of the lattice.
By Feshbach association, weakly bound molecules are produced. They are then
coherently transferred to the rovibrational (ν = 0, N = 0) ground state of the
lowest electronic state X1Σ+

g using the STIRAP technique. Figure taken from Ref.
[63]

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of particles in the ground state of an optical lat-
tice with a superimposed external trap. The external trap and the lattice is
adjusted in such a way that in the center a Mott insulator with two atoms (n = 2)
per lattice site is created. On going toward the edge of the particle sample a se-
ries of superfluid and Mott insulating domains occur. In our experiment we try to
maximize the region in the center. Figure is taken from Ref. [36]
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atoms, close to the theoretical limit of 53% given by the harmonic, non-homogeneous
initial conditions [64].

Following again figure 1.2, the next experimental step is to associate the atoms to
molecules. We apply a magnetic field ramp to exploit a FR in order to bind the Cs
atoms to Cs2 Feshbach molecules. The associated atom pairs are kept at the individual
lattice sites where they populate the vibrational ground state of the lattice site. Since the
molecules rest at the sites and are not hopping, the optical lattice shields the Feshbach
molecules against disruptive collisional relaxation.

In a final stage of the experiment, we intend to remove the lattice in order to produce
an mBEC state [65]. However, if we removed the lattice, the molecules could undergo
collisional relaxation processes. Therefore, we first transfer the molecules to the absolute
ground state, which is collisionally stable and then remove the lattice. The transfer is
made by application of the STIRAP technique with which we coherently transfer the
Feshbach molecules to a specific hyperfine state of the rovibronic ground state that is
characterized by the quantum numbers |I = 6,mI = 6〉. (I stands for the total nuclear
spin and mI is its projection on the direction of the magnetic field.) The Zeeman
splitting of the hyperfine states of the rovibronic ground state (ν = 0, N = 0) can be
seen in figure 1.4. The addressed state |I = 6,mI = 6〉, colored in red, becomes the
absolute ground state when the magnetic field B is increased to B ≈ 13 mT.

Figure 1.4: Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine states of the rovibronic ground state
(ν = 0, N = 0). The STIRAP process transfers the molecules to the |I = 6,mI = 6〉
hyperfine state (I stands for the total nuclear spin and mI is its projection on the
direction of the magnetic field.) of the rovibronic ground state (indicated in red).
At magnetic field strengths of approximately 13 mT, this hyperfine state becomes
the absolute ground state. Figure is taken from Ref. [63]

The standard STIRAP process involves three states: an initial state |i〉, a final state
|f〉, and an intermediate excited state |e〉 that has a finite lifetime 1/Γ. We assume that
the states |i〉 and |f〉 are stable. Their lifetimes are large compared to the duration of
the STIRAP transfer. We illustrate the STIRAP principle in figure 1.5. For a review
on coherent population transfers see Ref. [58].

Two lasers are used to couple the three states in a Λ-type configuration. Due to the
coupling a so-called dark state |d〉 = cosθ|f〉 − sinθ|i〉 is formed. The angle θ is given
by tanθ = Ω1(t)

Ω2(t) , where Ω1(t) and Ω2(t) are the time dependent Rabi frequencies of
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the standard STIRAP process. a. The three states |i〉, |f〉,
and |e〉 are a coupled in a Λ-type configuration by the lasers L1 and L2. ∆1 and
∆2 are the single-photon detunings of laser 1 and 2 respectively. Γ indicates decay
processes from state |e〉. b. Rabi frequencies corresponding to laser 1 and 2 as a
function of time. In a counterintuitive pulse scheme, first laser 2 is switched on and
after a certain time laser 1. c. State population during the process. Note that the
excited state |e〉 is never populated. Figure is adapted from Ref. [66]

laser 1 coupling the state |i〉 and |e〉 and the laser 2 coupling the state |e〉 and |f〉. The
dark state has no admixture of the excited state and can therefore not decay during
the transfer period. The Rabi frequencies are varied in a counterintuitive way as shown
in figure 1.5. First, laser 2 is switched on and then after a short delay laser 1 while
laser 2 is switched off again. As a consequence of this pulse sequence the dark state is
coherently rotated from purely initial to purely ground state character with a maximum
theoretical efficiency of 100%. To optimize the efficiency of the STIRAP, two conditions
have to be fulfilled. Condition (i) the two-photon resonance condition ∆1 = ∆2 has to
apply. ∆1 (∆2) is the detuning of laser 1 (2) from the transition frequency between
state |i〉 and |e〉 (|e〉 and |f〉). (ii) The criterion of adiabaticity τΩ2 >> (2π)2Γ, where
τ is the transfer time and Ω ≈ Ω1 ≈ Ω2 has to be fulfilled. Thus, the Rabi frequencies
have to be as large as possible and the transfer time long. However, an upper limit for
the transfer time is given by the coherence time of the laser.

In Cs2 no three levels are known to provide sufficient wave function overlap for a direct
STIRAP transfer from the Feshbach-molecule state to the absolute ground state. The
difference in the average extension of the loosely bound Feshbach molecules and the
tightly bound ground-state molecules is too large. Instead of the three states of the
standard STIRAP, we use five states, where always two states have a wave function
overlap that is good enough for a transfer. The five states that are used in our ground-
state transfer are illustrated in figure 1.6. Three states (|1〉, |3〉 and |5〉) belong to the
electronic ground-state potential and two belong to the electronically excited potentials
(|2〉 and |4〉). State |1〉 is the initial Feshbach-molecule state. State |3〉 is an intermediate
rovibrational state of the X1Σ+

g potential with quantum numbers (ν = 73, N = 2) and
state |5〉 is the rovibronic ground state X1Σ+

g (ν = 0, N = 0). The states |2〉 and |4〉 are
rovibrational states of the coupled (A − b)0+

u system. This system is formed by spin-
orbit coupling of the A1Σ+

u and the b3Πu electronic potentials. State |2〉 has quantum
numbers (ν = 225, N = 1) and |4〉 has quantum numbers (ν = 61, N = 1). The coupling
is of high importance. The Feshbach molecules are predominantly formed in the a3Σ+

u
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potential. Spin-orbit coupling allows the transfer of molecules from singlet to triplet
potentials, which would be forbidden otherwise. Moreover, the avoided crossing that
occurs as a result of the spin-orbit coupling (see figure 1.6) increases the probability for
a state transfer into deeply bound rovibrational states of the electronic ground state.
The five states are coupled by four lasers with time dependent Rabi frequencies Ω1, Ω2,
Ω3, and Ω4.

Two transfer schemes are possible. One transfer scheme is the sequential STIRAP (s-
STIRAP) the other one is the four-photon STIRAP (4p-STIRAP). With s-STIRAP
the molecules are transferred with a standard STIRAP process from |1〉 to |3〉 and
with an additional standard STIRAP process from |3〉 to |5〉. In a 4p-STIRAP all five
states are coupled in one step by the four lasers in a distorted M-type configuration as
indicated in figure 1.6. Thus, the dark state is formed by a superposition of the states
|1〉, |3〉, and |5〉 and has the form |d〉 = (Ω2Ω4|1〉 − Ω1Ω4|3〉 + Ω1Ω3|5〉)/A where A is
a time dependent normalization factor. By variation of the four Rabi-frequencies Ωi in
a counterintuitive way similar to the standard STIRAP process, the initial state |1〉 is
adiabatically rotated into the final state |5〉 [67]. The time-dependent variation scheme
of the Rabi-frequencies for the 4p-STIRAP is illustrated schematically in figure 1.6 for a
transfer from the Feshbach-molecule state to the rovibrational ground state and (after
a hold time τh) back. We transfer the molecules back to state |1〉 to determine the
efficiency of the STIRAP process by measuring the number of re-occurring Feshbach
molecules. We observe that more than 30% of the molecules can be transferred by our
set up to the ground state and back [62, 63]. This corresponds to a single pass efficiency
of about 60%, assuming that for both transfers we have equal efficiencies.

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the 4p-STIRAP scheme. a The five rovibrational levels are
coupled in a distorted M-type configuration. b) Time-dependent variation of the
Rabi frequencies that rotates state |1〉 into state |5〉 and back. c The five levels are
integrated in a plot of the molecular potentials. Figures are adapted from Ref. [63]

The rovibrational states that allow STIRAP transfers with good efficiencies were iden-
tified in optical loss spectroscopy [68] and in dark-state spectroscopy [69] experiments.
The optical loss spectroscopy is achieved by irradiating the molecules with a laser. Af-
ter a certain time the number of the remaining molecules is determined. Then one
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repeats the experiment with a different frequency. When the laser frequency can excite
a transition, the molecules are transferred to this state and subsequently decay. The
probability is low to decay into the initial state and thus, they are not contributing when
the number of molecules in the initial state is determined (for example by absorption
images). This can be observed in the form of loss resonances when one plots the number
of molecules in the original state against the laser wavelength/frequency. An example
for loss resonances where molecules are excited from the initial state to the (A − b)0+

u

system is shown in figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Loss resonances of excitations from the initial Feshbach molecule to rovi-
brational levels of the (A− b)0+u system. A Feshbach-molecule sample is irra-
diated with a laser. When the laser frequency matches a transition frequency the
number of molecules in the Feshbach-molecule state drops sharply. The figure is
taken from Ref. [68]

In dark-state spectroscopy the molecular sample is simultaneously illuminated with two
lasers (1 and 2). Like in the standard STIRAP process (see figure 1.5), the two lasers
can couple three rovibrational states (|i〉, |f〉, and |e〉) in a Λ-type configuration. The
spectroscopy is performed by switching on laser 2 that couples the state |f〉 to the
state |e〉 and then scanning the frequency of laser 1. Like in the above described loss
spectroscopy, one determines the number of the molecules that remain in the initial
state after the irradiation. When laser 1 is detuned from the two-photon resonance,
molecules are excited and lost by spontaneous emission. On two-photon resonance the
molecules are in a dark state formed by the initial state and the final state and remain
in the initial state when the lasers are switched off. Thus, a sharp peak becomes visible
when the initial molecules are plotted as a function of the detuning of laser 1 from
two-photon resonance (see figure 1.8).

For an efficient STIRAP transfer, knowledge of the states involved at the level of the
hyperfine structure is needed. Insufficient understanding of the hyperfine structure
and of the selection rules for optical transitions can lead to a population transfer into
unwanted hyperfine levels. The knowledge of the hyperfine structure of the rovibronic
ground state is given by calculations performed by J. Hutson and J. Aldegunde [70].
They use density functional theory to calculate the hyperfine splitting of the lowest and
the second lowest rotational levels of the vibrational and electronic ground state for all
alkali metal dimers - with and without the presence of external magnetic fields.

The theoretical description of the hyperfine structure of the excited molecular potentials
and of the rovibrational state with quantum numbers (ν = 73, N = 2) has not been
achieved yet. The aim of this diploma thesis is to start to fill this gap. We give a
description of the hyperfine structure of molecular states of the Cs2 dimer that are
correlated at large interatomic distances to a two atom-state with one atom in the
ground state 6s and the other atom in the excited state 6p. We refer to these states by
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Figure 1.8: Dark-state resonance involving three rovibrational states (|i〉, |f〉, and
|e〉). As long as laser 1 is detuned from the two-photon resonance, strong loss of
molecules is observed. When the two-photon resonance condition is fulfilled, a dark
state is formed and the molecules survive in the initial state |i〉. The figures are
adapted from Ref. [69]

Cs2(6s+6p). Thus, not only the (A−b)0+
u system, used in the STIRAP, is investigated.

In the same calculation we get simultaneously the hyperfine structure of all Cs2(6s+6p)
states.

Knowledge of the hyperfine structure is important to correctly interpret the data of
high resolution spectroscopy and helps to setup and plan STIRAP processes for state
transfer experiments. The maximum splitting of the hyperfine structure is of special
importance. Often, spectroscopic experiments cannot resolve the hyperfine structure
in all its details. If the hyperfine lines are not resolved, it results in a broadened
line equal to the maximum hyperfine splitting. Moreover, if the maximum splittings
of calculations and spectroscopic experiments match, it helps to identify the measured
electronic states. Additionally, it is a good indication that the measurement has revealed
the whole hyperfine structure of a molecular state.

1.4 Hyperfine Structure of Cs2 Molecules in Electronically
Excited States

The hyperfine structure is a consequence of the interaction between electric and mag-
netic multipoles of a nucleus and electric and magnetic fields created by the electrons
and the other nucleus [71]. In the history of hyperfine structure Pauli [72] was the first
to propose that a nucleus may have a spin and thus a magnetic moment. The first
quantitative theoretical descriptions of the resulting interactions between the electrons
and a nucleus were given in the 1930ies (for example by Fermi [73]). In 1952, Frosch and
Foley published a very important work on the magnetic interactions between electrons
and nuclei in diatomic molecules [74]. M. Broyer et al. presented in 1977 a general
derivation of the effective hyperfine Hamiltonian in the case of homonuclear diatomic
molecules [71]. We use many points from this text in our treatment of the hyperfine
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structure.

The highest energy scales within a molecule are set by the electrostatic interactions
of the charged particles. Separations of electronic states are often on the order of
100 to 1000 THz large. The depth of electronic potentials can also be more than
100 THz deep. Smaller in energy scale is the molecular fine structure. The origin of
the fine structure is the interaction between the electron spin and the orbital angular
momentum in conjunction with relativistic effects. It lifts the degeneracy of electronic
states with different electron spin parts. The fine structure of molecules varies between
approximately 100 GHz and 10 THz. Due to the hyperfine interactions the degeneracy
of the electronic molecular states according to the various orientations of the nuclear
spins is lifted. The hyperfine structure splitting varies between approximately 1 MHz
and some GHz. As we see, the hyperfine structure is rather tiny compared to the
other energies. The term hyperfine is chosen because of the hyperfine splittings’ tiny
magnitudes.

The hyperfine structure is a result of many different interactions, for example magnetic
dipole interactions between the electrons and the nuclei or interactions between the
electric quadrupole moments of the nuclei. The calculation of the individual parts is
very difficult because it requires knowledge of the electronic wave function, which is
a function of the internuclear distance. If one knows the electronic wave function, it
would in principle be possible to calculate the strength of the interaction for any nuclear
separation. However, at the present we lack this ingredient.

Taking this into account, at the very beginning of the treatment of the hyperfine struc-
ture we make the simplification that the strength of the hyperfine interactions is deter-
mined by the strength of the atomic hyperfine interactions. More accurately speaking,
we assume that the wave function of a given diabatic potential can be approximated by
linear combinations of products of cesium 6s and cesium 6p orbitals. Furthermore, we
assume that spin-orbit interactions and hyperfine interactions between the compounds
of the two atoms are negligible for any internuclear separation. Thus, the hyperfine
splitting of a single diabatic potential can be obtained from the atomic hyperfine split-
ting. The hyperfine structure of a single diabatic potential would be constant for any
internuclear separation. However, our model allows that diabatic potentials and adi-
abatic potentials perturb each other. The magnitude of the perturbation depends on
the energetic separation of the potentials. Hence, the hyperfine structure splitting of
a specific adiabatic potential is a function of the internuclear distance. Our approach
provides a rather good approximation for large internuclear separations, but it becomes
worse for smaller ones, since in general the molecular interactions and molecular states
differ more and more from the separated atom case.

As a result of our investigations, we can calculate the hyperfine structure of the Cs2(6s+
6p) states. Without fine and hyperfine structure, the Cs2(6s+ 6p) electronic potentials
are made up by eight potentials. Spin-orbit interaction partly lifts their degeneracy,
resulting in 16 potentials. Our results show further splittings of these 16 potentials due
to the inclusion of the hyperfine interactions. The calculations result in 854 distinct
adiabatic potentials correlated to the possible energies that can be made up by the
energies of a Cs(6s) atom and a Cs(6p) atom in their hyperfine states. We show and
describe how the potentials emerge from the energies of the (6s+6p) dissociation limits
and what effect the increasing electronic interaction has on the general form of the
hyperfine potentials. For electronic energies larger than the hyperfine splittings, the
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hyperfine potentials form the hyperfine structure of the 16 adiabatic potentials.

We also illustrate in which regions it is not possible to speak of the hyperfine structure
of a specific adiabatic potential because two adiabatic potentials come too close to each
other and share their hyperfine structures. Moreover, we discuss the magnitude of the
hyperfine structure of the various potentials by the use of perturbation theory. Finally,
we also look closer at potentials that are used in the ground-state transfer experiment in
Innsbruck. We describe and explain the shape of their hyperfine potentials in detail and
estimate their maximum hyperfine splitting. This was the initial main motivation of
this diploma thesis. We also give an estimate of the maximum splitting of the hyperfine
structure of the exploited vibrational levels. As an outlook, we explain how our model
can be improved and what improvements have already been made. In the Appendix
we also illustrate the hyperfine splitting of the other adiabatic potentials that were not
discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

The diploma thesis is structured as follows. In the second Chapter, we provide a back-
ground that is needed to understand the main ideas of this diploma thesis. These are
general theoretical concepts like the Born-Oppenheimer approximation or details about
spin-orbit interaction and hyperfine interactions. In Chapter 3, we present our approx-
imations and show calculation details, for example the basis sets employed as well as
where and how we implement the hyperfine interactions. The results are illustrated and
discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 covers the outlook. It points out how to improve
the calculations. The Appendix summarizes our results of the hyperfine structure of
potentials that are not discussed in the precedent chapters.
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2 Theory

This Chapter gives an overview of the basic concepts that are important in the descrip-
tion of the structure of diatomic molecules. The Chapter begins with an introduction
into the theory of angular momenta in quantum mechanics. This subject is explained
in more detail in standard textbooks on quantum mechanics like Ref. [75, 76, 77] in
books specialized on angular momenta in quantum mechanics like Ref. [78] and in books
specialized on molecular spectroscopy like Ref. [79]. The second section presents charac-
teristics of the cesium atom, such as the spin-orbit splitting and the hyperfine structure
of the atomic states that are of interest for the diploma thesis. This is followed by a de-
scription of diatomic molecules in the third section. It includes the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation as well as methods and principles of the treatment of the electronic and
the nuclear motion. The fourth section describes Hund‘s coupling cases and extensions
to the usual coupling cases that include the nuclear spin. Finally, in section five and
six, a presentation of the spin-orbit interaction and the hyperfine interaction is given.

2.1 Angular Momenta in Quantum Mechanics

2.1.1 Orbital Angular Momentum

In classical mechanics angular momenta ~l′ are defined by the cross product:

~l′ = ~r′ × ~p′, (2.1)

with ~r’ the position of the particle and ~p’ its momentum. By canonical quantization of
the classical angular momentum, we obtain the quantum mechanical angular momentum
operator ~l:

~l′ = ~r′ × ~p′ −→ ~~l = ~r × ~p = −i~~r × ~∇ (2.2)

~r and ~p stand for the quantum mechanical operators of the position of a particle and
its momentum respectively. i is the imaginary quantity, ~ is Planck’s constant divided
by 2π, it has the value ~ = h/2π = 1.0545714810−34 Js and ~∇ is defined in real space
as the vector ~∇ = ~ex∂x + ~ey∂y + ~ez∂z. ~ex,~ey and ~ez are an ortho-normal basis of real
space. One can show that the components of ~l, l̂x, l̂y and l̂z obey the commutation
relation:

[
l̂i, l̂k

]
= i~

3∑
l=1

εjkl l̂l. (2.3)
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Thus, the values of two l̂i cannot be determined simultaneously. However, every com-
ponent of ~l commutes with the square of ~l defined as

~l2 = l̂2x + l̂2y + l̂2z (2.4)

and

[
~l2, l̂k

]
= 0. (2.5)

One of the components of ~l, usually one chooses l̂z, and the operator ~l2 form a set of
commuting operators. Hence, an eigenvector of one of the operators is also an eigenvec-
tor of the other and the eigenvalues of an eigenvector can be determined simultaneously.
In spherical coordinates, x = rsinθcosφ, y = rsinθsinφ and z = rsinθ, one can write
l̂z and ~l2 as

l̂z = −i ∂
∂θ

(2.6)

and

~l2 = −
{

1

sinθ

∂

∂θ

(
sinθ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1

sin2θ

∂2

∂φ2

}
. (2.7)

Solving the differential equations l̂zΦm(φ) = ~mΦm(φ) and ~l2Θlm(θ) = ~2l(l+1)Θlm(θ),
the well known spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, φ) = Φm(φ)Θlm(θ) are yielded as eigenvec-
tors common to both operators. Θlm(θ) are the associated Legendre polynomials and
Φm(φ) are functions proportional to eimφ. The possible values for the eigenvalues l and
m are

l = 0, 1, 2, ... (2.8)

and

m = −l,−(l − 1), . . . , l − 1, l , for l fixed. (2.9)

Figure 2.1 illustrates the eigenvalues of an angular momentum with quantum number
l = 3 and |~l| = ~

√
3× 4 = ~

√
20.

2.1.2 General Form of Angular Momenta

Additional to the orbital angular momentum, particles also have an intrinsic angular
momentum ~s. ~s is called spin. It is not connected to the motion in real space and there-
fore cannot be described by the formalism given above. However, the components of ~s
obey the same commutation relations as the orbital angular momenta. Consequently,
one uses these commutation relations to generally define angular momentum operators.
The operators of any set of three Hermitian operators, Ĵ1, Ĵ2 and Ĵ3 are called angular
momentum operators if they follow the commutation relation:
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the eigenvalues of the angular momentum operators l and
m for l=3. The picture is adapted from Ref. [80]

[
Ĵi, Ĵk

]
= i~

3∑
l=1

εjklĴl. (2.10)

The set Ĵ1, Ĵ2 and Ĵ3 describes the components of the angular momentum vector ~J .
The square of ~J is defined as

~J2 = Ĵ2
1 + Ĵ2

2 + Ĵ2
3 . (2.11)

The ladder operators defined as

Ĵ± = Ĵ1 ± iĴ2 (2.12)

are also useful. An important property of the above definitions is

[
~J2, Ĵk

]
= 0. (2.13)

This means that ~J2 and one of the above defined angular momenta, for example Ĵ3,
share a set of common eigenvector |jm〉s:

~J2 |jm〉 = ~2j(j + 1) |jm〉 (2.14)

Ĵ3 |jm〉 = ~m |jm〉 , (2.15)

with j = 0, 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , 2,

5
2 , ... ≥ 0 and −j ≤ m ≤ +j. Orbital angular momenta can only

take on integer values, but the spin can take on integer and half-integer values.

2.1.3 Coupling of Angular Momenta

When dealing with more than two particles, one can define a total angular momentum by
forming the sum of the single angular momenta. Such an addition of angular momenta
is also called coupling of angular momenta. When two particles interact, it frequently
occurs that the individual angular momenta are not constants of the motion, but the
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total angular momentum commutes with the Hamiltonian of the system. It is then
convenient to sum up the individual angular momenta in order to obtain the total
angular momentum that can be worked with. The coupling of angular momenta is the
issue of this subsection.

If two sets of angular momenta
{
Ĵ

(1)
1 , Ĵ

(1)
2 , Ĵ

(1)
3

}
and

{
Ĵ

(2)
1 , Ĵ

(2)
2 , Ĵ

(2)
3

}
are given by the

two angular momentum vectors ~J (1) and ~J (2), every set has eigenvectors and eigenvalues:

(
~J (1)
)2
|j1m1〉 = ~2j1(j1 + 1) |j1m1〉 , (2.16)

Ĵ
(1)
3 |j1m1〉 = ~m1 |j1m1〉 (2.17)

and (
~J (2)
)2
|j2m2〉 = ~2j2(j2 + 1) |j2m2〉 , (2.18)

Ĵ
(2)
3 |j2m2〉 = ~m2 |j2m2〉 , (2.19)

which form the Hilbert-spaces H1(j1) = {|j1m1〉}m1=−j1...+j1 and H2(j2) =
{|j2m2〉}m2=−j2...+j2 for a fixed j1 and j2.

As the operators act on distinct spaces, they commute:[
Ĵ

(1)
k , Ĵ

(2)
l

]
= 0. (2.20)

The two sets share same eigenvectors that are defined by:

(
~J (ν)
)2
|j1m1j2m2〉 = ~2jν(jν + 1) |j1m1j2m2〉 (2.21)

and
Ĵ

(ν)
3 |j1m1j2m2〉 = ~mν |j1m1j2m2〉 (2.22)

for ν = 1, 2.

The eigenvectors span the Hilbert spaceH(j1, j2) = H1(j1)⊗H2(j2) = {|j1m1j2m2〉}m1,m2

for m1 = −j1...+ j1 and m2 = −j2...+ j2.

We can use the two sets to form a coupled angular momentum ~J that is obtained by
the addition of the two angular momenta ~J = ~J (1) + ~J (2). This coupling scheme is
illustrated in figure 2.2

The components of the coupled operator

Ĵk = Ĵ
(1)
k + Ĵ

(2)
k , (2.23)

form a set of three operators
{
Ĵ1, Ĵ2, Ĵ3

}
that obey the relations:

[
~J2, Ĵk

]
= 0 (2.24)
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Figure 2.2: Addition of two angular momenta ~j(1) = ~L and ~j(2) = ~S. The two coupled
angular momenta form the resultant ~J . ~J is an angular momentum as well. The
figure is taken from Ref. [81]

and

[(
~J

(ν)
k

)2
, Ĵk

]
= 0, (ν = 1, 2). (2.25)

Thus,
{(

~J (1)
)2
,
(
~J (2)
)2
, ~J2, Ĵ3

}
form a set of commuting operators, which obey the

equations:

~J2 |(j1, j2)JM〉 = ~2J(J + 1) |(j1, j2)JM〉 , (2.26)

Ĵ3 |(j1, j2)JM〉 = ~M |(j1, j2)JM〉 (2.27)

and

(
~J (ν)
)2
|(j1, j2)JM〉 = ~2jν(jν + 1) |(j1, j2)JM〉 (2.28)

for ν = 1, 2. J≥0 and can take on the values J = 0, 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , 2,

5
2 , ... andM = −J, · · · ,+J

for a given value of J . Moreover, further analysis shows that, for a given set of (j1, j2),
J can only take on the values:

J = |j1 − j2|, |j1 − j2|+ 1, . . . , j1 + j2. (2.29)

The braces in the notation |(j1, j2)JM〉 indicate that j1 is coupled to j2 in order to
form J . Changing this order adds a phase |(j1, j2)JM〉 = (−1)j1+j2−J |(j1, j2)JM〉.
The two sets of eigenvectors |j1m1j2m2〉 and |(j1, j2)JM〉 form the basis of H(j1, j2).
The transformation between these two bases is given by the formula:

|(j1, j2)JM〉 =

+j1∑
m1=−j1

+j2∑
m2=−j2

|j1m1j2m2〉 〈j1m1, j2m2|(j1, j2)JM〉 (2.30)

and the inversion
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|j1m1j2m2〉 =

j1+j2∑
J=|j1−j2|

+J∑
M=−J

|(j1, j2)JM〉 〈(j1, j2)JM |j1m1j2m2〉 . (2.31)

The coefficients 〈j1m1j2m2|(j1, j2)JM〉 are called Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

The Wigner 3j-symbols

There exists another quantity that is used instead of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients to
describe the coupling of angular momenta. It is called Wigner 3j-symbol and is defined
by the formula:

(
j1 j2 J
m1 m2 −M

)
= (−1)j1−j2+M Ĵ 〈j1m1j2m2|(j1, j2)JM〉 , (2.32)

where Ĵ =
√

2J + 1. The Wigner 3j-symbols are used frequently because they have
more symmetry relations than the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Re-coupling of three angular momenta

Let us consider the case when the total angular momentum ~J is formed by the sum
of three angular momentum vectors, ~J = ~J (1) + ~J (2) + ~J (3). The components of ~J ,
Ĵk = Ĵ

(1)
k + Ĵ

(2)
k + Ĵ

(3)
k are angular momentum operators again. However, the state of

the system cannot be unambiguously determined by just a given set (j1, j2, j3, J,M). It
is also important to define in which way the three angular momenta are coupled. For
example, two schemes would be: (I) one first adds Ĵ (2)

k to Ĵ (1)
k to give Ĵ (12)

k and then
forms the sum Ĵ

(12)
k + Ĵ

(3)
k to form Jk; or (II) add Ĵ

(1)
k to the sum of Ĵ (23)

k = Ĵ
(2)
k + Ĵ

(3)
k

and then form Jk = Ĵ
(1)
k + Ĵ

(23)
k . In scheme (I) (respectively (II)) Ĵ (12)

k (respectively
Ĵ

(23)
k )has a definite value.

We get two bases of the Hilbert space H(j1, j2, j3) = H(j1)⊗H(j2)⊗H(j3) due to the
two different coupling schemes:

|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 (2.33)

for the case (I) and

|(j1, (j2, j3)j23)JM〉 (2.34)

for the case (II). Again, there exists a transformation between the two bases defined
above:

|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 =
∑
j12

〈(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM |((j1j2)j12, j3)JM〉 × |(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM〉 .

(2.35)
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Such a transformation can be found by first de-coupling a basis vector and then re-
coupling it in the desired manner. For example, a state |((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 obtained
by applying scheme (I) can be de-coupled into:

|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 =
∑

m12,m3

|j12m12, j3m3〉〈j12m12, j3m3|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉

=
∑

m12,m3

( ∑
m1,m2

|j1m1, j2m2〉〈j1m1, j2m2, j3m3|(j1, j2)j12m12〉

)
|j3m3〉〈j12m12, j3m3|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 (2.36)

If we re-couple |j1m1, j2m2, j3m3〉 by using coupling scheme (II), we get a relation
between (I) and (II). By using the orthogonality relations of the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients we obtain

|((j1, j2)j12, j3)JM〉 =
∑

j23,m1,m2,
m3,m12,m23

〈(j12, j3)JM |j12m12j3m3〉 〈(j1, j2)j12m12|j1m1, j2m2〉

〈j2m2j3m3|(j2, j3)j23〉 〈j1m1j23m23|(j1, j23)JM〉
|(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM〉 . (2.37)

Thus, the transformation coefficient 〈(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM |((j1j2)j12, j3)JM〉 is given by

〈(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM |((j1j2)j12, j3)JM〉 =∑
m1,m2,m3,
m12,m23

〈(j12, j3)JM |j12m12, j3m3〉 〈(j1, j2)j12m12|j1m1, j2m2〉

〈j2m2j3m3|(j2, j3)j23〉 〈j1m1, j23m23|(j1, j23)JM〉 .(2.38)

From this transformation coefficient, one defines the 6j-symbols by the formula:

{
j1 j2 j13

j3 J j23

}
=

(−1)j1+j2+j3+J√
(2j12 + 1)(2j23 + 1)

〈(j1, (j2j3)j23)JM |((j1j2)j12, j3)JM〉 .

(2.39)

They are defined in such a way so as to give the 6j-symbols the maximum number of
symmetry relations.

Re-coupling of four angular momenta

In the case of four different sets of angular momenta {~j(1),~j(2),~j(3),~j(4)}, there are even
more coupling possibilities than in the case of the coupling of three angular momenta.
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Again we find transformation relations by de- and re-coupling of angular momenta.
To demonstrate this, we give an example for the transformation between two coupling
schemes. The first one (I) leads to a basis set |(((j1, j2)j12, (j3, j4)j34))JM〉 and the sec-
ond one (II) leads to the basis set |((j1, j3)j13, (j2, j4)j24)JM〉. Both coupling schemes
are illustrated in figure 2.3. Later we will need the transformation between these two
sets in our calculations. One calculates transformations of the form:

|(((j1, j2)j12, (j3, j4)j34))JM〉 =
∑
j13,j24

〈(j13, j24)JM |(j12, j34)JM〉 |((j1, j3)j13, (j2, j4)j24)JM〉 .

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the coupling of four angular momenta ~j1,~j2,~j3 and ~j4. Panel
a shows coupling scheme (I) and panel b shows coupling scheme (II).

By using the 9j-symbol,


j1 j2 j12

j3 j4 j34

j13 j24 J

 =
∑
m

(−1)2m(2m+ 1)

{
j1 j3 j13

j24 J m

}{
j2 j4 j24

j3 m j34

}{
j12 j34 J
m j1 j2

}
,(2.40)

where m takes on all (integer or half integer) values that are allowed by the internal
rules of the 6j symbols, one can denote the transformation coefficient as

〈(j13, j24)JM |(j12, j34)JM〉 =
√

(2j12 + 1)(2j34 + 1)(2j13 + 1)(2j24 + 1)


j1 j2 j12

j3 j4 j34

j13 j24 J

 .

2.2 The Cesium Atom

Like all alkali-metals, cesium has only one valence electron in the ground state. The
electron configuration of the closed shell electrons is given by the same electron con-
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figuration as for Xenon. The state of the valence electron is 6s, where 6 is the value
of the principal quantum number n and s denotes the eigenvalue of the square of the
electrons orbital angular momentum ~l. s means l = 0. This also determines the net-
electron spin ~S of cesium in its ground state, S = 1/2. It is made up by the spin ~s
of the valence electron only. All others add up to zero. Hence, the value of the total
electronic angular momentum J , where ~J is defined as ~J = ~l + ~s, is J = 1/2. The
state of the valence electron in the ground state is denoted in spectroscopic notation as
6s2S1/2 and we refer to it by Cs(6s) or equally Cs(6s2S1/2). The eigenvalue I of the
nuclear spin ~I is I = 7/2. Due to hyperfine interactions, the ground state splits up into
two hyperfine levels with F = 3 and F = 4, where F is the quantum number of the
total angular momentum ~F = ~J + ~I. The splitting between the F = 3 and F = 4 level
is 9.192631770 GHz. The radiation corresponding to the transition between these two
hyperfine levels is used to define the time unit second. One second is defined as the
duration of 9192631770 periods of the radiation.

Important for this diploma thesis is the first excited state of the valence electron, 6p,
referred to as Cs(6p). Since for Cs(6p) l = 1, J can take on the values 1/2 and 3/2.
By spin-orbit interaction, Cs(6p) splits up into the two levels 6p2P1/2 and 6p2P3/2,
which are separated by ∆ = 554.039 cm−1. We refer to these two states as Cs(6p2P1/2)
and Cs(6p2P3/2). Due to hyperfine interactions Cs(6p2P1/2) and Cs(6p2P3/2) split up
according to the possible values of F . The state Cs(6p2P1/2) splits into two levels with
F = 3 and F = 4. The splitting between these two levels is 1.167688 GHz. The state
Cs(6p2P3/2) splits up by hyperfine interactions into four levels with F = 2, 3, 4, 5. The
splitting between F = 2 and F = 3 is 0.1512247 GHz, between F = 3 and F = 4 it is
0.2012871 GHz and between F = 4 and F = 5 it is 0.2510916 GHz.
The hyperfine structure of the Cs(62S1/2) state is illustrated in figure 2.4. The spin-
orbit splitting of the Cs(6p) state and the hyperfine structure of the Cs(62P1/2) state
and Cs(62P3/2) state are illustrated in figure 2.5

Figure 2.4: Hyperfine structure of the state Cs(62S1/2). Spin-orbit interaction has no
effect on the 6s state, however, hyperfine interactions split the 6s level into two
levels with F = 3 and F = 4, which are separated by 9.192631770 GHz.

2.3 Description of Diatomic Molecules

In the book Rotational Spectroscopy of Diatomic Molecules ([79]) John Brown and Alan
Carrington describe a molecule in the following way: A molecule is an assembly of
positively charged nuclei and negatively charged electrons that form a stable entity
through the electrostatic forces, which hold it all together. The aim of this section is
to describe how to obtain an approximate, quantum mechanical description of such an
entity. Firstly, we determine the problem by setting up the Schrödinger equation. Then,
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Figure 2.5: Spin-orbit splitting of the 6p state of atomic cesium and hyperfine struc-
ture of the Cs(6p2P1/2) state and Cs(6p2P3/2) state. Spin-orbit interaction
splits the energy level of the 6p state into the energy levels of the 6p2P1/2 state
and the 6p2P3/2 state. The splitting between the two states is quite large with
∆ = 554.039 cm−1. The hyperfine splitting of the 6p2P1/2 and the 6p2P3/2 state is
also shown. The 6p2P1/2 splits up into two levels with F = 3 and F = 4 and the
62P3/2 splits up into 4 levels with F = 2, 3, 4, 5.

we explain the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, which enables us to separate the
motion of the electrons from the motion of the nuclei, which is classified into vibration
and rotation. This is followed by a description of the calculation of the electrons wave
function and energy potential curves as well as an explanation of the symmetries and
the state labeling. Lastly, we briefly introduce possible techniques to determine the
wave function of the nuclei within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

2.3.1 The Diatomic Molecule

A diatomic molecule consists of two heavy nuclei and N much lighter electrons, which
interact by electric forces. The nuclei carry the charge +Zαe where Zα is the number
of protons in the nucleus α = A,B and e = 1.60217646 · 10−19 C the elementary charge.
The electrons are charged by -e. Figure 2.6 schematically displays the situation.

The Schrödinger equation reads as

ĤΨ = EΨ, (2.41)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the system. It can be written as

Ĥ = T̂e + T̂N + V̂ . (2.42)

Ĥ is a sum of the kinetic energy of the electrons T̂e, the kinetic energy T̂N of the two
nuclei and the potential energy V̂ . In a more explicit way, we can write the Hamiltonian
as
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Figure 2.6: Schematic sketch of a diatomic molecule. The two nuclei A and B are sep-
arated by a vector ~R and carry the charge +ZAe and +ZBe. The electrons are
charged with −e. The distance between the ith electron and the nucleus α is given
by the vector ~riα. The vector between the ith and the jth electrons is denoted by
~rij .

Ĥ = − ~2

2m

N∑
i=1

~∇2
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Te

−~2

2

2∑
α=1

1

Mα

~∇2
α︸ ︷︷ ︸

=TN

+V (~r, ~RA, ~RB︸ ︷︷ ︸
=V

). (2.43)

Here, m is the mass of an electron and Mα the mass of the αth nuclei. The spatial
vector ~r stands symbolically for the positions of the electrons and the vectors ~RA and
~RB mean the position of the two nuclei. V (~r, ~RA, ~RB) itself can again be separated into
three parts:

V (~r, ~R) = Vnucl,nucl(~RA, ~RB) + Vnucl,el(~r, ~RA, ~RB) + Vel,el(~r). (2.44)

Vnucl,nucl(~RA, ~RB) describes the interaction between the nuclei. Vnucl,el(~r, ~RA, ~RB) is the
potential energy for the interaction between the nuclei and the electrons and Vel,el(~r) is
the interaction between all the electrons of the system.

The interactions considered here can be of various types. In general, the considered
interactions depend on the desired level of accuracy. For example, one can consider
Coulomb interactions only, with the nuclei treated as point-like particles. More realistic
models include also relativistic effects or interactions between the molecular rotation
and the orbital angular momentum of the electrons, etc. In this section we restrict
ourselves to Coulomb interactions and include other interactions later by perturbation
theory. The electrons and the nuclei are considered to be point-like particles. We do
not include relativistic effects or coupling between any angular momenta. In this case
the potential has the form:

V (~r, ~R) =
e2

4πε0

ZAZB
R

−
N∑
i=1

ZA
rAi
−

N∑
i=1

ZB
rBi

+
∑
i>j

N∑
j=1

1

ri,j

 . (2.45)
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ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, R is the separation between the nuclei, rA,i and rB,i are
the distances between nucleus A or B and the ith electron, and finally ri,j is the distance
between the ith and the jth electron.

As this form of a V (~r, ~R) already couples the motion of all particles, exact solutions for
the Schrödinger equation 2.41 are impossible to obtain. Simplifications are needed in
order to make statements about molecular states and energies.

In the following parts of this section we present the adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. It provides us with an important concept in molecular physics and
enables us to treat the motion of the nuclei separately from the motion the electrons.

2.3.2 The Adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

The adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer approximation builds upon the fact that nuclei
are much heavier than electrons. For example, in the case of the Hydrogen atom the
ratio between the mass of the nucleus (a proton) mp and the electron mass me is indeed
mp

me
≈ 1800. For molecules, this number us much larger. As the Coulomb interaction

acts with similar strength on all the particles, the electrons are accelerated faster than
the nuclei by the electric forces. Therefore, the electron cloud adjusts more or less
instantaneously to a change of the position of the nuclei [81]. One can assume that for
every separation ~R of the nuclei, there exists a well-defined electron distribution specified
by the wave function Φel

n (~r, ~R) for the electronic state |n〉. (The characterization of
such a state by its quantum numbers is explained later.) Once the electrons are in an
electronic state |n〉, they adapt their wave function adiabatically to the slowly changing
configuration of the nuclei. ~R can be regarded as a parameter and one solves the
electronic Schrödinger equation for different values of this parameter. One first solves
the Schrödinger equation 2.41 for the electronic degrees of freedom, with the nuclei fixed
at a separation ~R, and afterward the motion of the nuclei is included as a perturbation.

The Schrödinger equation can be rewritten as

(Ĥ0 + Ĥ1)Ψtot = EΨtot. (2.46)

Ĥ0 = T̂e + V is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and Ĥ1 = T̂N the perturbative term.
First one solves the unperturbed Schrödinger equation. As the vector ~R is considered
to be fixed, the eigenvalues Un(~R) of the state |n〉 only depend parametrically on the
internuclear distance R:

Ĥ0|n〉 = Un(R)|n〉. (2.47)

The state |n〉 can be used to express the solution of the Hamiltonian 2.43 in the form:

Ψtot(~r, ~R) =
∑
n

Ψn(~R) |n〉 . (2.48)

Ψn(~R) is the wave function of the nuclei, when the electrons are in the state |n〉. Now
one substitutes Ψtot in the Schrödinger equation 2.46 and one obtains
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(Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 − E)
∑
n

|n〉Ψn(~R) = 0. (2.49)

Multiplication from the left by an arbitrary state 〈m| and integration over the electronic
coordinates yields

(Um(R)− E) Ψm(~R) +
∑
n

〈m|H1 |n〉Ψn(~R) = 0. (2.50)

We use the definition of Ĥ1 = TN = −~2
2

2∑
k=1

1
Mk

~∇2
k and obtain after some calculations:

[
−~2

2

2∑
k=1

1

Mk

~∇2
k + Um(R)− E

]
Ψm(~R) =

∑
n

ΛmnΨm(~R), (2.51)

with the non-adiabatic coupling matrix-elements Λmn, which are defined as

Λmn =
∑
k

~2

Mk
〈m| ∂

∂Rk
|n〉 ∂

∂Rk
+ 〈m| ~

2

2

2∑
k=1

1

Mk

~∇2
k |n〉 . (2.52)

The Λmn describe how the electronic states |n〉 are coupled by the nuclear motion.

In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we assume that the Λmn are negligibly small.
Therefore, this approximation concerns the case where the electrons always stay in
the same electronic state. In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the Schrödinger
equation can be replaced by two equations. The first one is the Schrödinger equation
for He and the second one is equation 2.51 with Λmn = 0:

Ĥ0 |m〉 = Um(R) |m〉 (2.53)

and

[
−~2

2

2∑
k=1

1

Mk

~∇2
k + Um(R)− E

]
Ψm(~R) = 0. (2.54)

Equation 2.53 is providing us with the electronic states, whose energy eigenvalues as
a function of R are called electronic potentials, Hund’s case a potentials or diabatic
potentials. The electronic potentials are used in equation 2.54 as a potential for the
Schrödinger equation of the nuclei. The overall molecular state is a product of the
considered electronic state and the eigenfunctions obtained by solving equation 2.54.

The use of the term diabatic is somewhat confusing. As a result of the adiabatic ap-
proximation we obtain diabatic potentials. This denomination comes from calculations
in which the spin-orbit interaction is also taken into account. Usually, spin-orbit in-
teraction leads only to small shifts of the electronic potentials, but the state can be
considered as unchanged. However, for internuclear separations where two electronic
potentials come close to or even cross each other the spin-orbit interaction can couple
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the states of the two electronic potentials. Due to the coupling, a crossing vanishes and
the coupled potentials form avoided crossings. The avoided crossing is connecting two
different electronic states. As a consequence of the avoided crossings, the electronic state
changes adiabatically from one initial electronic state to another. For this reason, one is
speaking of adiabatic potentials when the spin-orbit interaction is included. Potentials
that take only Coulomb interactions into account are called diabatic potentials.

In the next subsection, we concentrate on some details of the electronic states and
the electronic potentials, before continuing with a brief discussion of the motion of the
nuclei.

2.3.3 Electronic States and Electronic Potentials

In the above subsection, we showed how it is possible, by applying the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, to treat the motion of the electrons separately from the motion of the
nuclei. In this subsection, we look in a more detailed way on the electronic states and
the electronic potentials.

The electrons are described by the equation 2.53, as presented in the above subsection.
In general, the equation for the electronic states is not exactly solvable. Thus, further
approximations are needed. An important technique in the approximation of electronic
states and their potentials is the variational method (as described in Ref. [81]).

The variational method

An exact eigenfunction that solves the eigenvalue equation 2.53 for a fixed value of
R = R0 leads to exact electronic potentials. But what if we take a trial function |Φ〉
that is different from the exact eigenfunction? Such a function yields the expectation
value:

Eappeox =
〈Φ|Ĥ0|Φ〉
〈Φ|Φ〉

. (2.55)

Since it is an approximate function and not the exact solution, there is a difference
between Um(R0) and Eappeox. Now the difference of the exact and the approximate
energy can be calculated. It is

Eappeox − Um(R0) =
〈Φ|Ĥ0|Φ〉
〈Φ|Φ〉

− U(R0) =
〈Φ|(Ĥ0 − Um(R0))|Φ〉

〈Φ|Φ〉
. (2.56)

If we assume that the wave function of our approximate state can be written as the sum
of Φ = Φm + δΦ, we can substitute it in equation 2.56

Eappeox − Um(R0) =
〈δΦ|(Ĥ0 − U(R0))|δΦ〉

〈Φ|Φ〉
. (2.57)

Thus, the difference Eappeox − Um(R0) depends quadratically on the difference δΦ and
must assume a minimum for δΦ = 0. We get
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Eappeox − Um(R0) ≥ 0 =⇒ Eappeox ≥ Um(R0). (2.58)

Hence, the energies calculated with approximate wave functions Φ = Φm + δΦ are
always larger than the true energy Um(R0). This gives a criterion for the quality of a
chosen approximate wave function. We have to take the wave function that minimizes
the energy expectation value.

Generally, our function Φ is expressed as a linear combination of test functions:

Φ =
∑

ciφi. (2.59)

Exact solutions require an infinite number of test functions, thus one always truncates
the set. Then, the goal is to choose the coefficients ci in such a way that the wave
function Φ minimizes the energy.

Test functions

Possible sets of test functions should either be easy to handle mathematically (all op-
erations should converge fast, since the calculations are usually extensive) or motivated
by physical reasons, or both. Test functions that include atomic orbitals are very com-
monly used, for example linear combination of atomic orbitals or linear combination of
products of atomic orbitals. This is motivated by the fact that, when the internuclear
distance is becoming infinite, the density distribution of the electrons inside a molecule
has to comply with the density distribution of the electrons of two atoms. In addition,
every set of functions has to fulfill certain symmetry properties. These properties are
discussed later in section 2.3.4.

Electronic potentials at large internuclear distance: The multipole expansion

When the distance between the nuclei A and B is larger than the LeRoy-radius Rc,
the electronic potentials can be described by electric multipole interactions between the
atoms. The electronic state is given by the two-atom state. Rc is the distance at which
the electron clouds start to overlap significantly as R is reduced (see figure 2.7). The
region, R > Rc is also called long-range region. One can calculate Rc with the formula
[82]:

Rc = 2

(√〈
nAlA|r2

A|nAlA
〉

+
√〈

nBlB|r2
B|nBlB

〉)
. (2.60)

ri denotes the position of the outermost electron of atom A or B. |nili〉 stands for
the state of the outermost electrons. ni, li are the principal quantum number and the
angular momentum. In the case of Cs2(6s+ 6p) Rc takes on the value Rc = 28.4a0.

M. Marinescu and A. Dalgarno present in Ref. [83] the perturbative approach for the
calculations of the electronic potentials in the case of diatomic alkali molecules for
R > Rc. In their treatment they explicitly take into account the contribution of the
valence electrons only. The result is an expansion of the electronic potential of the form:
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the overlap of the electronic wave functions of the atoms.
In situation a. the distance between the nuclei is small (R < Rc). The atomic
clouds overlap significantly and exchange interaction effects are very important.
The electronic potentials can only be described accurately if one is using quantum
chemistry calculations. b. shows the case of R = Rc, where the wave functions are
not overlapping yet. For R > Rc (see c.) the nuclei are separated far enough so
that the molecular potential can be approximated by multipole interactions.

C3 C6 C8

β = +1,|ml| = 0 : 20.95 17.39 103 5.040 106

β = −1,|ml| = 0 : -20.95 17.39 103 16.56 106

β = +1,|ml| = 1 : -10.47 11.83 103 2.256 106

β = +1,|ml| = 1 : 10.47 11.83 103 9.131 105

Table 2.1: Dispersion coefficients for Cs2(6s+ 6p) states.

Um(R) =
∑
n

Cmn
Rn

for R > Rc. (2.61)

The Cmn are called dispersion coefficients. They depend on the dissociation limit of the
molecule. For our present case, Cs2(6s+ 6p), M. Marinescu and A. Dalgarno give state
dependent values for the first three non-zero coefficients that are C3, C6 and C8. The
values of the dispersion coefficients for Cs2(6s + 6p) are given in table 2.1. Moreover,
the four resulting potentials Um(R) are plotted in figure 4.1 of the Chapter Results and
Discussion. The coefficients depend on the absolute value of the projection of the p-
electrons orbital angular momentum on the z-axis |ml| and on the symmetry eigenvalue
β given by the formula β = (−1)pσ. p = +1 for g states and p = −1 for u states.
σ = +1 for singlet states and σ = −1 for triplet states.

Asymptotic exchange interaction

In the region of the LeRoy-radius, the overlap between the two atomic charge distribu-
tions starts to increase exponentially. This leads to an increase of the exchange effects,
which thus can be not neglected anymore. We include this effect by referring to an
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article by M. Marinescu and A. Dalgarno again. In Ref. [84] they describe how one can
derive an analytical expression of the exchange interaction for large atomic separations
called asymptotic exchange interaction. The expression that they give is of the form:

Vexch = σ(a1R
a2e−a3R + β(b1R

b2e−b3R)). (2.62)

σ and β are defined in the same way as in the previous subsection on the multipole
expansion. Like the Cn-coefficients of the multipole expansion, a1, a2, a3 and b1, b2, b3
are constants that depend on the dissociation limit of the molecule. Due to the asymp-
totic exchange interaction, the degeneracy of the potentials obtained from the multipole
expansion is lifted resulting in eight distinct diabatic potentials. These potentials are
plotted in figure 4.2 of the Chapter Results and Discussion

2.3.4 Labeling of Electronic States

We have seen before how one can calculate approximate wave functions and energies of
electronic states. But even without such calculations we can make assumptions about
the structure of possible solutions by considering the symmetry properties. In addition,
we use these general physical restrictions as a criterion for the classification and the
labeling of the states. In our labeling scheme we follow Ref. [81].

Symmetry of the electric field of the nuclei

First we want to look at the symmetry of the electric field created by the nuclei. Con-
trary to the case of atoms, it has not spherical symmetry, but a cylindrical symmetry.
Therefore, the angular momentum ~l of the electrons is not conserved. Moreover, the

total angular momentum of all electrons ~L =
N∑
i=1

is also not conserved. ~L precesses

about the internuclear axis. Only the projection ML of ~L on the internuclear axis is
conserved. It is also important to note that electronic states with the same absolute
value of ML denoted as Λ = |ML| are degenerated in energy. The quantum number Λ
is often used to label molecular states. Following the labeling of atomic states, where
states are labeled with lower case Roman letters s, p, d, f , g,... according to the value of
the angular momentum quantum number l = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., electronic states of molecules
are labeled with capital Greek letters. Thus, Λ = 0, 1, 2, 3,... is labeled with Σ, Π, ∆,
Φ,...

Symmetry operations

A symmetry operation Ŝ is an operation that leaves the density distribution |Φel
m|2 of

an electronic state Φel
m unchanged. Therefore, these operations can only add a phase

eiθ to the wave function:

Ŝ|Φel
m|2 = |Φel

m|2 and ŜΦel
m = eiθΦel

m. (2.63)
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In the context of diatomic molecules, only symmetry operations occur that, if applied
twice, do not have an effect on the wave function (like the exchange of two particles or
a reflection on a plane). Therefore, the phase can only be ±1. We have

ŜΦel
m = ±1Φel

m since Ŝ2Φel
m = Φel

m. (2.64)

Figure 2.8: Illustration of two symmetry operations. (a) σ reflection on a plane containing
the internuclear axis and (b) I inversion of the coordinates at the nuclear center of
mass. The figure is adapted from Ref. [81].

It is said that a state is symmetric with respect to a symmetry operation Ŝ if it has +1
as eigenvalue and anti-symmetric if the eigenvalue is -1. For a diatomic molecule we
have to look at the following symmetry operations:

1. Exchange of two electrons Electrons are fermions and their overall wave function
changes its sign with respect to the exchange of two of them. First of all, this restricts
the number of possible states, which is important when a wave function can be written
as a product of a spin part and an orbital part. If one of the parts is symmetric
(anti-symmetric) under exchange, the other one has to be anti-symmetric (symmetric).
Second, the symmetry is also connected to different energies. Most diatomic molecules
have a ground state that has an anti-symmetric spin-part.

2. Exchange of the nuclei and g/u symmetry (I) In the case of homonuclear
molecules, the exchange of two nuclei is also a symmetry operation. If the nuclear
spin has half-integer values or integer values, the nuclei are described as fermions or
bosons, and the overall wave function has to be either symmetric or anti-symmetric with
respect to the exchange of the nuclei. The indistinguishability of the nuclei also leads
to a symmetry property of the electronic wave function. If we invert the coordinates
of the electrons at the centre of mass of the nuclei, then the electronic wave function
has to be symmetric or anti-symmetric under this operation. States with a symmetric
electronic wave function are called gerade(g) and with an anti-symmetric wave function
ungerade(u) (gerade is the German word for even and ungerade is the German word
for odd). We denote the operator of this symmetry with I and call the symmetry g/u
symmetry. The symmetry is illustrated in figure 2.8.

3. Reflection of the electrons’ coordinates on a plane that contains the inter-
nuclear axis (σ) Since the nuclear framework of diatomic molecules has the internu-
clear axis as a symmetry axis, the electronic wave function has to be either symmetric
or anti-symmetric with respect to the reflection of the electrons coordinates through a
plane that contains the internuclear axis. The operator of this symmetry is be denoted
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with σ. For all states except Σ states the symmetric and the anti-symmetric wave func-
tions are degenerate. Therefore, this symmetry is only used in the case of Σ states for
labeling. If we denote this symmetry we write a ’+’ sign for symmetric states and a
’-’sign for anti-symmetric states. The symmetry is illustrated in figure 2.8.

4. Simultaneous exchange of the electrons and the nuclei, ε symmetry The
simultaneous exchange of the electrons and the nuclei, or ε symmetry, as we call it,
is also a symmetry property. Since electrons are identical fermions and the nuclei are
identical fermions, the wave function has to be unaltered for a simultaneous exchange
of the particles. When nuclear spin and hyperfine interactions are included into the
calculations, the ε symmetry is the only one of the presented symmetries that remains
as a constant of the motion. The ε symmetry is connected to the g/u symmetry by the
formula:

ε = p(−1)IA+IB+It . (2.65)

Where p = +1(p = −1) for g (u) states, IA (IB) is the nuclear spin of the nucleus at
position A (B) and It is the total nuclear spin. When rotation is neglected, one only
has to deal with wave functions for which ε = +1 applies. In the case of a rotating
molecule, one has to consider ε = +1 (ε = −1) for even (odd) values of N , the quantum
number of the rotation( N is defined in section 2.3.5). For this reason we are studying
positive and negative values of ε, despite the fact that we neglect rotation in the present
calculations.

Labeling

Molecular states are labeled by combining a letter and the molecular term symbol.
The letter indicates the energetic order of the electronic states and the molecular term
symbol denotes the symmetry properties.

The energetic ground state is always denoted with X. The next energetically higher
lying state, which is accessible through an optical transition is denoted with A, the
next one with B and so on. States which are not accessible are denoted with lower case
Roman letters starting from a, for the energetically lowest state, b for the next higher
lying state and so on [81].

The molecular term symbol is made up by the combination of the conserved quantum
numbers, also called good quantum numbers. For different sets of conserved quantities,
different notations of the molecular term symbol are used. First, we want to describe
labeling for negligible spin-orbit interaction.

In the case of negligible spin-orbit interaction Λ is a good quantum number. Moreover,
the spins of the electrons are also conserved. The spins of all electrons add up to form
the total spin ~S =

∑
i
~si, which has 2S + 1 Zeeman states according to the possible

projections of ~S on an arbitrary axis. The quantity 2S + 1 is called multiplicity. If it is
1, one speaks of singlet states. For 2S + 1 = 2, we have doublet states, 2S + 1 = 3 are
called triplet states and so on. For the characterization of a molecular state the above
presented g/u symmetry and the reflection symmetry is also used. The term symbol is
arranged as
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2S+1Λ
(+/−)
g/u . (2.66)

The right superscript +/- tells if the state is symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect
to the reflection symmetry. It is denoted for Σ states only. Some examples of the
molecular term symbol are given in figure 2.9 for the case of the Li2 molecule.

The combination of the letter notation and the molecular term symbol looks like the
following examples. X1Σ+

g , a3Σ+
u or B3Πu, ...

Figure 2.9: Examples of electronic state labeling in the case of the Li2 molecule. The
figure is taken from Ref. [81].

A further classification of an electronic state is required when effects of the spin-orbit
interaction are not negligible. In that case it is helpful to distinguish between two
extreme cases, namely weak and strong spin-orbit interaction.

When one considers weak spin-orbit interaction, one can describe the situation as fol-
lows. ~L precesses around the internuclear axis and produces a magnetic field propor-
tional to Λ. ~S interacts with ~L, but this interaction is too weak to break the coupling
between ~L and the internuclear axis. Thus, ~S precesses around the magnetic field. The
projection of ~S is denoted as Σ (Do not confuse this Σ with Λ = 0 also denoted as Σ).
The spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian is given by

Hso = A~L · ~S. (2.67)

The interaction couples ~L and ~S so that they form the resulting total electronic angular
momentum vector ~J . To distinguish the resulting potentials one can use the absolute
value of the projection quantum number of ~J on the internuclear axis denoted as Ω =
|MJ |. It is usually denoted as an index right besides the g/u symmetry in the molecular
term symbol:

2S+1Λ
(+/−)
g/u,Ω . (2.68)
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In the case of strong spin-orbit interaction it is possible that the coupling between ~L
and ~S is stronger than the coupling of ~L to the internuclear axis. Then ~L and ~S cease
to be good quantum numbers. They form the vector ~L+ ~S = ~J , which precesses around
the internuclear axis. Thus, both Λ and Σ lose their meaning and Ω is used to describe
a state. One only denotes

Ω
(+/−)
g/u . (2.69)

The g/u symmetry and the reflection symmetry are still denoted. Capital Greek letters
are not used anymore for the different numbers of Ω. States with different Ω are denoted
by their quantum number. As examples one gets states like 0+

u , 0−g , 2g, 1u... . In
this diploma thesis, sometimes we also specify the dissociation limit of a potential in
the notation. For molecular states that dissociate into the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P1/2)
dissociation limit, we add (2P1/2) to the molecular term symbol. For molecular states
that dissociate into the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation limit, we add (2P3/2) to the
molecular term symbol. For example, we write 0+

u (2P3/2) or 1g(
2P1/2).

Manifold of electronic states

The number of electronic states that have the same dissociation limit is always the same
number as the number of possible two-atom states into which the molecule dissociates
[80]. For Cs(6s) we have two states since the electrons spin projection quantum number
can be +1/2 or -1/2. For Cs(6p) we have orbital angular momentum l = 1 and thus,
three possible states of ml. Multiplying those with the two possible spin alignments we
get 6 states. For Cs2(6s + 6p), these considerations lead to 2·6 = 12 states. The g/u
symmetry gives another factor of two and consequently we obtain 24 possible molecular
states.

Electronic wave functions for the Cs2(6s+ 6p) states at large internuclear distance

In this section we show the structure of the wave functions of the Cs2(6s+ 6p) states at
large internuclear distance. The orbital wave functions of the electrons are symmetrized
products of the two atomic orbitals 6s and 6p. The spin function is obtained by coupling
the two spins. The according wave functions are given by the formula

|2St+1Λ
(+/−)
(g/u) 〉 =

(
|l1m1〉1A|l2m2〉2B + (−1)St |l1m1〉2A|l2m2〉1B − p|l1m1〉1B|l2m2〉2A

−p(−1)St |l1m1〉2B|l2m2〉1A
)
|StMS〉1,2, (2.70)

where |StMS〉1,2 stands short for |(s1, s2)StMS〉, the coupled spin function of the two
valence electrons. S can take the values S = 0, 1 and its projection can be MS = 0 for
S = 0 and MS = 0,±1 for S = 1. The order of the coupling is indicated by the order of
the upper right superscript 1,2. The indices of the orbital wave functions A and B tell
if the orbital is situated at nucleus A or nucleus B. The upper right superscript of the
orbital wave functions tells if electron 1 or 2 is described by the state of the orbitals.
p = 1 (p = −1) stands for g (u) states. The Cs2(6s + 6p) potentials in Hund’s case a
notation are 3 Πg, 3 Πu, 1 Πg, 1 Πu, 3 Σ+

g , 3 Σ+
u , 1 Σ+

g and 1 Σ+
u . The eight potentials are
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degenerated in different ways. For example, the 3 Πu potential is 6 times degenerated.
For completeness we also denote the wave function for all eight potentials:

|3 Πg〉 =
1

2
((|1± 1〉1A|00〉2B − |1± 1〉2A|00〉1B − |1± 1〉1B|00〉2A + |1± 1〉2B|00〉1A)|1MS〉1,2)

|3 Πu〉 =
1

2
((|1± 1〉1A|00〉2B − |1± 1〉2A|00〉1B + |1± 1〉1B|00〉2A − |1± 1〉2B|00〉1A)|1MS〉1,2)

|1 Πg〉 =
1

2
((|1± 1〉1A|00〉2B + |1± 1〉2A|00〉1B − |1± 1〉1B|00v2

A − |1± 1〉 >2
B |00〉1A)|00〉1,2)

|1 Πu〉 =
1

2
((|1± 1〉1A|00〉2B + |1± 1〉2A|00〉1B + |1± 1〉1B|00〉2A + |1± 1〉2B|00〉1A)|00〉1,2)

|3 Σ+
g 〉 =

1

2
((|10〉1A|00〉2B − |10〉2A|00〉1B − |10〉1B|00〉2A + |10〉2B|00〉1A)|1MS〉1,2)

|3 Σ+
u 〉 =

1

2
((|10〉1A|00〉2B − |10〉2A|00〉1B + |10〉1B|00〉2A − |10〉2B|00〉1A)|1MS〉1,2)

|1 Σ+
g 〉 =

1

2
((|10〉1A|00〉2B + |10〉2A|00〉1B − |10〉1B|00〉2A − |10〉2B|00〉1A)|00〉1,2)

|1 Σ+
u 〉 =

1

2
((|10〉1A|00〉2B + |10〉2A|00〉1B + |10〉1B|00〉2A + |10〉2B|00〉1A)|00〉1,2).

In the case of 3Π states that have Ω = 0, we make a further classification that is of
use when dealing with spin-orbit interaction. 3Π0 states for which the projection of the
total orbital angular momentum mL is +1 (-1) and the projection of the total electronic
spin mS is -1 (+1), are denoted with 3Π0(+,−)(3Π0(−,+)):

|3 Πg,0(+,−)〉 =
1

2
(|11〉1A|00〉2B − |11〉2A|00〉1B − |11〉1B|00〉2A + |11〉2B|00〉1A)|1− 1〉1,2)

|3 Πg,0(−,+)〉 =
1

2
(|1− 1〉1A|00〉2B − |1− 1〉2A|00〉1B − |1− 1〉1B|00〉2A + |1− 1〉2B|00〉1A)|11〉1,2)

|3 Πu,0(+,−)〉 =
1

2
(|11〉1A|00〉2B − |11〉2A|00〉1B + |11〉1B|00〉2A − |11〉2B|00〉1A)|1− 1〉1,2)

|3 Πu,0(−,+)〉 =
1

2
(|1− 1〉1A|00〉2B − |1− 1〉2A|00〉1B + |1− 1〉1B|00〉2A − |1− 1〉2B|00〉1A)|11〉1,2)

2.3.5 Nuclear Motion

In this section we briefly introduce how one can treat the motion of the nuclei in order
to obtain a full description of a molecule. The problem stated is the same as in equation
2.54:

[
−~2

2

2∑
k=1

1

Mk

~∇2
k + Um(R)− E

]
Ψm(~R) = 0. (2.71)

One transforms equation 2.71 in the frame of the center of mass of the two nuclei:
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[
− ~2

2µ
~∇2
~R

+ Um(R)− E
]

Ψm(~R) = 0. (2.72)

Where the nabla operator ~∇2
~R
acts on the coordinates of the relative vector ~R = ~RA− ~RB

between the nuclei. In spherical coordinates, (R, θ, φ), ~∇2
~R
is written as

~∇2
~R

=
1

R2

∂

∂R

(
R2 ∂

∂R
+

1

R2

{
1

sinθ

∂

∂θ

(
sinθ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1

sin2θ

∂2

∂φ2

})
(2.73)

By using the definition ~N2 = −
{

1
sinθ

∂
∂θ

(
sinθ ∂

∂θ

)
+ 1

sin2θ
∂2

∂φ2

}
one obtains

(
− ~2

2µ

1

R2

∂

∂R

(
R2 ∂

∂R

)
+

~N2

2µR2
+ Um(R)− E

)
Ψm = 0. (2.74)

Since U(R) does not depend on the angular coordinates, one can write the wave function
of the state |m〉 as a product of two functions, where one factor is dependent on R
and the other on the angles (θ, φ) describing the orientation of the vector ~R. Ψm =
Ψν
m(R)Ψr

m(θ, φ). We evaluate the eigenvalues of the Hamilton operator in two steps.
First, we solve the eigenvalue equation of ~N2, which only acts on the angular momentum
part, for an eigenvalue λ:

~N2Ψr
m(θ, φ) = λΨr

m(θ, φ). (2.75)

~N2 has the same angular dependence as the square of the orbital angular momentum
operator. Thus, we see from section 2.1.1 that the eigenvectors of ~N2 are the spherical
harmonics Ynq(θ, φ). We obtain

~N2Ynq(θ, φ) = ~2N(N + 1)Ynq(θ, φ). (2.76)

This result can be used when solving the differential equation for the vibrational motion:

(
− ~2

2µ

1

R2

∂

∂R

(
R2 ∂

∂R

)
+

~2N(N + 1)

2µR2
+ Um(R)− E

)
Ψν
m(R) = 0. (2.77)

One often introduces an effective potential Ueff(R) defined as

UmNeff (R) =
~2N(N + 1)

2µR2
+ Um(R). (2.78)

Harmonic approximation

Close to the minimum, which is assumed to have the position Re, we can approximate
the potential Um by an harmonic potential. The effective potential UmNeff becomes

UmNeff ≈ Um(Re) +
µωm

2
(R−Re)

2 +
~2N(N + 1)

2µR2
. (2.79)
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ωm is the specific potential frequency for the state |m〉. Energies of this Schrödinger
equation can be denoted by EmNν . For N = 0 one has the well known Schrödinger
equation of the harmonic oscillator, shifted by a value Um(Re), which determines the
bottom of the electronic potential Um. Thus, we get as solutions the energies Em0ν :

Em0ν = Um(Re) + ~ωm
(
ν +

1

2

)
. (2.80)

The eigenfunctions Ψm0ν(R) are the Hermite polynomials Hν .

The effect of the rotation is frequently included by assuming that for an effective poten-
tial with N 6= 0 the vibrational wave functions are the same as for N = 0, a perturbative
approach of first order. Then, the energy corrections ENν of a vibrational energy level
ν due to the rotation can be calculated by averaging ~2N(N+1)

2µR2 with the wave function
Ψm0ν(R):

ENν =
~2N(N + 1)

2µ

∫
Ψ̄m0ν(R)

1

R2
Ψm0ν(R)dR = BνN(N + 1), (2.81)

where we introduced the definition of the rotational constant Bν . Thus, in the harmonic
approximation the total energy of a molecule with the electrons in an electronic state
|m〉 and the nuclei in a vibrational state Ψν and a rotational state described by the
quantum number N is given by

EmNν = Um(Re) + ~ωm
(
ν +

1

2

)
+BνN(N + 1). (2.82)

Beyond the harmonic approximation

In the harmonic approximation, the splitting between two neighboring vibrational levels
is with ~ω constant. Realistic molecular potentials differ from a harmonic potential.
The higher the value of ν, the smaller becomes the difference between two energy levels.
Hence, more accurate approximations are needed, for example electronic potential as
proposed by Morse or a Taylor-expansion of the electronic potentials.

2.4 Hund’s Coupling Cases

With the methods discussed so far it is possible to describe the energy of a molecule
inside the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. If one wants to improve the accuracy
of the description, fine interactions, hyperfine interactions and interactions with the
rotation also have to be included into the calculations. The additional interactions lead
to couplings between the various angular momenta. The order in which the angular
momenta are coupled is determined by the strength of the interactions. Hund’s coupling
cases classify the coupling schemes of the angular momenta in diatomic molecules for
five limiting situations (cases a to e) by considering the strength of the interactions.
This contributes to finding an adequate basis set, containing the approximately good
quantum numbers. Here, we discuss two of the five coupling schemes that are of interest
for Cs2. Good descriptions of all five coupling schemes can be found in Ref. [81, 79, 80].
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2.4.1 Hund’s Coupling Case a

In this case (see figure 2.10) one assumes that the interaction of the rotation of the
nuclei ~N with the electronic angular momenta (orbital and spin) is small. In addition,
the coupling of ~L to the internuclear axis due to the electric forces of the nuclei is
stronger than the coupling between ~L and ~S. ~L precesses around the internuclear axis.
~S is coupled to ~L by spin-orbit interaction and forced to precess around the internuclear
axis. However, the spin-orbit coupling is not strong enough to break up the coupling
between the internuclear axis and ~L. Only their projections, Λ for ~L and Σ for ~S, are
conserved. The sum of Λ and Σ is Ω = |Λ + Σ|. Using the quantum number Ω, one can
form a vector ~Ω = Ω~ez along the internuclear axis. This vector is finally coupled to ~N ,
the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei, to form ~J = ~N + ~Ω, the total electronic
angular momentum of the molecule.

Figure 2.10: Illustration of Hund’s coupling case a. The figure is taken from Ref. [80]

~N and ~Ω rotate together around ~J . The precession of ~L and ~S around ~Ω is much faster
than the precession of ~N and ~Ω around ~J . Hund’s coupling case a is called a decoupled
basis set that is, ~L and ~S are both well defined and precess independently. All well
defined quantum numbers are (n, J, S,Λ,Σ,Ω). n denotes other good quantum numbers
like the label of a vibrational state.

We see that this case is similar to the first case of section 2.3.4 when we described how
we label electronic states. Therefore, we call electronic states Hund’s case a states if
they possess a spin-orbit interaction that can be described by a Hund’s case a coupling
scheme. Potentials show the behavior of Hund’s case a states when other electronic
potentials that can perturb the one considered are energetically far apart compared to
the energy of the spin-orbit interaction. This is usually the case for molecules made of
light atoms, and for parts of the potentials that describe regions of small internuclear
separation. It is not the case for a lot of molecules made up by heavy atoms, which
normally have a larger spin-orbit interaction, for parts of potentials that describe the
electronic energy at large separations and for regions where potentials of the same
symmetry cross.
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2.4.2 Hund’s Coupling Case c

In this coupling case, the interaction between the total spin ~S and the total orbital
angular momentum ~L is stronger than the coupling between ~L and the molecular axis.
Hence, ~L and ~S are coupled to form ~Ja = ~L+ ~S, the total electronic angular momentum
without rotation of the nuclei (for illustration see figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11: Illustration of Hund’s coupling case c. The figure is taken from Ref. [80]

~L and ~S do not precess independently like in case a. ~Ja precesses fast around the
internuclear axis. Its component Ω along the internuclear axis is a good quantum
number. The nuclear angular momentum ~N adds vectorially in order to form ~J = ~N+~Ω.
The good quantum numbers in this case are (n, Ja, J , Ω). When nuclear rotation is
not considered, Hund’s case c describes the same situation as the second case of section
2.3.4, when we described how we label electronic states. Therefore, we call Hund’s
case c states electronic states that possess a large spin-orbit interaction and are thus
described by a Hund’s case c coupling scheme.

2.4.3 Extensions of Hund’s Coupling Cases

The coupling cases that are defined by Hund do not include the nuclear spin ~I. In our
discussion we are using three more coupling schemes that also include the nuclear spins.

Fully coupled Hund’s case a basis

This coupling scheme is a straightforward extension of Hund’s case a. We assume that
the hyperfine interactions are not strong enough to break up the coupling between the
rotation ~N and ~Ω but they couple the total nuclear spin ~I = ~I1+~I2 to the total electronic
angular momentum ~J to form the total molecular angular momentum ~F (~F = ~J + ~I):

|n, ((Λ, S,Σ, N)J, (I1, I2)I)FmF 〉. (2.83)
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Spin-decoupled basis

In the spin decoupled basis we use a Hund’s case a state and multiply it with a function
in which the two nuclear spins are coupled to a total nuclear spin; ~I = ~I1 + ~I2. The
according basis function in ket notation is

|n, (Λ, S,Σ, N)J,Ω, (I1, I2)ImI〉. (2.84)

We use this basis function to qualitatively investigate the hyperfine structure in a per-
turbative approach and also in our calculations. In this case it is assumed that the
coupling between ~J and ~I are very small so that also Ω and mI are well defined.

Separated atom basis set

What we call the separated atom basis set is useful when all angular momenta of an
atom are coupled to form the two atomic total angular momenta ~Fi. The two atomic
total angular momenta are then coupled to form the total molecular angular momentum
~F :

|n, [((s1, l1)J1, I1)F1, ((s2, l2)J2, I2)F2]FmF 〉. (2.85)

Applying this coupling scheme is sensible when the interaction between the atoms is
rather weak, so that the hyperfine interactions, in contrast to the electrostatic interac-
tion, provide a rather large energy scale.

2.5 Spin-Orbit Interaction

So far, we assumed in a simplifying approach that the only interactions between the
compounds of a molecule are the electrostatic interactions. In this section we want
to include the spin-orbit interaction into the description. Spin-orbit interaction leads
to the fine structure in the spectrum of molecules and atoms. It is a consequence of
the interaction of the magnetic field produced by the motion of the electron with the
magnetic moment associated with the electrons spin ~s.

In a semi-classical way, we can introduce the spin-orbit interaction as follows: (A more
detailed explanation is given in Ref. [77] or other textbooks.)

In the rest frame of the electron, the nucleus moves around it and produces a magnetic
field at the position of the electron. This magnetic field ~B is proportional to the elec-
tronic orbital angular momentum ~l. The magnetic moment ~µ of an electron due to its
spin is given by ~µ = gsµB~s/~, with gs being the gyro magnetic moment of the electron
and µB the Bohr magneton. The interaction energy of a magnetic dipole in a magnetic
field is given by E = −~µ · ~B. The spin-orbit interaction Hamiltonian Hso of a system
with one electron and one nucleus is thus given by:

Hso = −~µ · ~B = a(r)~s ·~l. (2.86)
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a(r) is a factor that determines the strength of the interaction. The eigenfunction of
the operator ~s · ~l are coupled wave functions of the form |(s, l)jmj〉. The spin-orbit
interaction couples the motion of the electron to its spin. This is also called spin-orbit
coupling.

In the case of a molecule we have many electrons. Here, also the magnetic moments of
the orbitals and spins of different electrons can interact with each other. We combine
all these interactions in the Hamiltonian for the magnetic dipole interactions of the
electrons Hel,MD:

Hel,MD =
∑
j

∑
i<j

ai,j~li · ~sj +
∑
j

∑
i<j

bi,j~li ·~lj +
∑
j

∑
i<j

ci,j~si · ~sj . (2.87)

All the terms in the sums lead to couplings between the angular momenta. The order of
the couplings is determined by the coupling coefficients ai,j , bi,j and ci,j . In molecules
for which Hund’s case a applies, the bi,j and ci,j are larger than the ai,j . In that case
first the orbital angular momenta ~li couple and form ~L =

∑
i

~li and the spins ~si couple

to form ~S =
∑
i
~si. As a consequence, it is sufficient to approximate the spin-orbit

interaction by an interaction between ~L and ~S:

Hso = A~L · ~S. (2.88)

A is the coupling constant and approximates the effect of the ai,j of formula 2.87. The
diagonal matrix elements of Hso are

〈(Λ, (Σ, )S)Ω, n |Hso| (Λ, (Σ, )S)Ω, n〉 = AΛΣ. (2.89)

The formula is so simple because only the components of ~L and ~S that are parallel to
the internuclear axis do not vanish. Due to this interaction, a potential described by the
quantum numbers (Λ,Σ, SΩ, n) splits up into components of different Ω. Moreover, the
splitting is equal. We can observe this case in the spectrum of the Cs2(6s+ 6p) states,
as shown in figure 2.12. In panel a the plot of the spin-orbit splitting of the b3Πu state
(continuous lines) and of the Hund’s case a potential that is not splitted (dashed line)
is shown. Up to about 15a0, equation 2.89 applies. The splitting is equal, where the
3Πu,2(Λ = 1,Σ = 1) potential is shifted by a value +A and the 3Πu,0(Λ = 1,Σ = −1)
potential is shifted by the value −A from the b3Πu potential. The 3Πu,1(Λ = 1,Σ = 0)
potential is not shifted because Σ = 0. For larger values of R, the potentials are
perturbed by other potentials and thus cannot be described by ~L · ~S-coupling anymore.

Where the spin-orbit interaction is of the same magnitude as the splitting between two
diabatic potentials, two potentials of the same symmetry perturb each other. In such
cases it is better to describe the states using a Hund’s case c basis set. In the description
of Cs2 such cases occur frequently. In the next paragraph, we show how we simulate
the coupling in the case of Cs2.
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Figure 2.12: Shown is the spin-orbit splitting of the b3Πu potential. In a the potentials
are plotted. The continuous lines are curves with spin-orbit interaction and the
dashed line is the potential of the unsplitted b-state. For small internuclear sep-
aration the splitting is equal, whereas for larger values of R perturbations to this
simple case are visible. b illustrates the equal splitting of the three states.

2.5.1 Spin-Orbit Interaction in Cs2

We first consider the spin-orbit interaction in the cesium atom. As mentioned in section
2.2, cesium has one valence electron in the cases that we are considering (Cs(6s),Cs(6p)).
This means that all electrons except the valence electron are in closed shells. The spin-
orbit interactions ai,i~li · ~si for electrons in closed shells vanish to first order. Moreover,
the spin-orbit interaction of the valence electron with the electrons in closed shells
(ai,j~li · ~sj) behaves like an effective one-particle spin-orbit potential, i.e. like the spin-
orbit interaction of an electron in the field of an effective nucleus, where this effective
nucleus is made up by the real nucleus and the closed shell electrons[85]. Thus, the
spin-orbit interaction for the considered configurations in a cesium atom is given by:

Hso = a1(r)~l1 · ~s1, (2.90)

where index 1 means the valence electron. One has l = 0, 1 for the s or p state. a1

includes the effects of spin-orbit interactions of the form ~l1 · ~s1 as well as a suitable
average of the spin-orbit interactions of the form ~li · ~sj . We also assume that a1 is
spherically symmetric and one can show that it is proportional to 1

r3
, with r being the

distance between electron and nuclei. The resulting first order energy corrections are

〈6, (l, s = 1/2)jmj |a1
~l1·~s1|6, (l, s = 1/2)jmj〉 = 〈a1〉~2/2[j(j+1)−l(l+1)−3/4]. (2.91)

〈a1〉 is the mean value of a1, averaged over the electronic radial coordinate. Of course
the correction of s-states is zero because l = 0. Only l = 1 gives corrections to first
order. 〈a1〉 can be determined by comparison with experimental values. The 6p state is
splitted into the two states Cs(62P1/2) and Cs(62P3/2) by the value ∆ = 554.039 cm−1.
The Cs(62P1/2) state is shifted by ∆E1/2 = −2

3∆ and the Cs(62P3/2) is shifted by
∆E3/2 = +1

3∆ from the unsplitted state Cs(6p).

The next step is investigating the case of the Cs2(6s + 6p) potentials. To do so, it is
helpful to think of two cesium atoms and consider what happens when they approach
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each other. For large separations, the two atoms influence each other only little and
the spin-orbit interaction is dominated by the spin-orbit interactions of the valence
electrons with closed shell electrons and the nucleus. If we assume that the molecule
can be treated as two slightly interacting atoms, the spin-orbit interaction has the form:

Hso = a1,1(r1)~l1 · ~s1 + a2,2(r2)~l2 · ~s2 + a1,2(r12)~l1 · ~s2 + a2,1(r12)~l2 · ~s1. (2.92)

The last two terms describe the interaction of the spin of an electron with the magnetic
field created by the motion of the other electron. These two last terms are often ne-
glected. Especially when one considers the atoms to be well separated, these terms are
small.

When the last two terms of equation 2.92 are neglected, the spin-orbit interaction is

Hso = a1,1(r)~l1 · ~s1 + a2,2(r)~l2 · ~s2. (2.93)

We investigate the effect of this form of spin-orbit interaction in a perturbational way.
For this purpose, we use the wave functions of Cs2(6s + 6p) states given at the end of
section 2.3.4 to calculate the matrix elements of Hso. The form of the wave functions
already suggests that one term of Hso gives zero depending whether valence electron 1
or 2 is in the 6s state. The other is proportional to ∆/3, which determines the spin-orbit
splitting of the single cesium atom. Hso is not diagonal in the Hund’s case a basis set.
Thus, Hund’s case a states with the same value of Ω and g/u symmetry can be coupled
through Hso. A striking example for such a case is the formation of the (A − b)0+

u

excited states from the A1Σ+
u and the b3Πu Hund’s case a potentials, as illustrated in

figure 2.13.

When spin-orbit interaction is not considered, one finds that the A1Σ+
u potential crosses

the b3Πu potential at about 11a0 (red dashed lines in figure 2.13). We remember that the
b3Πu potential is sixfold degenerate. Due to spin-orbit interaction, the A1Σ+

u state can
couple to the b3Π+

u,0(+,−) and the b3Π+
u,0(−,+) states in order to form the 0+

u (2P1/2)

and the 0+
u (2P3/2) Hund’s case c states (two of the black continuous lines in figure

2.13). In contrast to the Hund’s case a states, the Hund’s case c states perform an
avoided crossing. In between the 0+

u (2P1/2) and the 0+
u (2P3/2) potential we have also

drawn the 0−u (2P1/2) potential. It results from spin-orbit coupling between b3Π+
u,0(+,−),

b3Π+
u,0(−,+) states and the energetically far separated 3Σ+

u potential. Due to the large
energy difference of the b3Π and the 3Σ+

u potentials, the coupling is negligible and the
0−u (2P1/2) potential coincides with the b3Πu,0 potential.

With spin-orbit interaction, the A1Σ+
u and the b3Π+

u,0(−,+) potentials interact strongly.
As a consequence they perform an avoided crossing. The other b3Πu states are not
perturbed by the A state (see figure 2.12). They show a splitting that can be described
by ~L · ~S-coupling. To illustrate this fact, we also include the potential of the 3Πu,0(+,−)
state into the graph. All curves that include spin-orbit interaction are drawn in black.
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Figure 2.13: Effect of the spin-orbit interaction on the A1Σ+
u and the b3Πu Hund’s

case a potentials. The A1Σ+
u and the b3Πu potentials, which do not include

spin-orbit interaction, are drawn in red, dashed lines. They cross each other at
about R ≈ 11a0. The 0+u (2P1/2) and the 0+u (2P3/2) potentials result from spin-orbit
coupling of the A and the b states and form the (A− b)0+u system. The 0+u (2P1/2)
and the 0+u (2P3/2) potentials perform a large avoided crossing due to spin-orbit
coupling. The 0−u (2P1/2) potential, located in between 0+u (2P1/2) and 0+u (2P3/2),
is formed by spin-orbit interaction of the b3Πu and the 3Σ+

u states. However, b3Πu

and the 3Σ+
u are energetically far separated. Hence, 0−u (2P1/2) is not shift away

from the b3Πu,0 potential. All potentials that include spin-orbit interaction are
drawn with black, continuous lines.
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2.6 Molecular Hyperfine Structure

This last section of the Chapter Theory finally deals with the hyperfine structure of
diatomic molecules. The hyperfine structure is the result of small corrections to the
adiabatic potentials, which further lift the degeneracy and thus induce an additional
splitting of the potentials. The origin of the hyperfine Hamiltonian lies in the interaction
between the electric and magnetic multipoles of a nucleus and the electric and magnetic
fields created by the electrons and the other nuclei.

2.6.1 Hyperfine Structure of Homonuclear Diatomic Molecules

First, it has to be appreciated that, if not stated differently, the ideas of the section are
adapted from an article of Broyer et al. (1978) [71].

In a fixed electronic and vibrational state we describe the hyperfine structure with the
Hamiltonian Hhf. It can be decomposed into three parts:

Hhf = Hhf(A) +Hhf(B) +Hhf(AB). (2.94)

The first part Hhf(A) describes the interactions between the electrons and the nucleus
at the position ~RA. The second part Hhf(B) describes the interactions between the
electrons and the nucleus situated at the position ~RB, the last part Hhf(AB) stands for
interactions between the two nuclei. Of course the first term is constituted by the same
interactions as the second term, the only difference is that the nucleus is at another
position.

Firstly, we concentrate on Hhf(A) the interactions between all the electrons and nu-
cleus A (all the arguments are the same for Hhf(B)). Here the electric and magnetic
multipoles of the nuclei interact with the fields created by all the electrons. Due to par-
ity conservation inside the nuclei, only the even electronic ones and the odd magnetic
multipoles are non vanishing [71]. Thus, Hhf(A) can be written as

Hhf(A) = HMD(A) +HEQ(A) +HMO(A) +HEH(A) + · · · . (2.95)

HMD(A) stands for magnetic dipole interaction, HEQ(A) for electric quadrupole inter-
actions, HMO(A) for magnetic octupole interaction and HEH(A) is the Hamiltonian for
the electric hexapole interactions. We only explicit the first two terms, since they are
responsible for the main energy shifts.

The magnetic dipole interaction between all the electrons and a nucleus, HMD(A)

We begin with the magnetic dipole interaction HMD(A). It consists of three terms:

HMD(A) = HlI(A) +HsI(A) +HFC(A). (2.96)

The first term describes the interaction between the orbital angular momenta of the
electrons and a nuclear spin. The explicit form is
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HlI =
∑
e

−2gIAµBµN

(µ0

4π

) ~IA ·~le(A)

r3
Ae

. (2.97)

The summation is over all electrons. gIA is the Landé factor of the free nucleus. IA
is the spin of the considered nucleus. µ0 is the vacuum permeability. µB and µN are
the Bohr magneton and the nuclear magneton respectively. The vector connecting the
nucleus and the electron is ~rAe = ~re − ~rA, where ~re is the position of electron e and ~rA
is the position of nucleus A. Finally, ~~le(A) = ~rAe× ~pe is the angular momentum of the
electron e relative to the position of nucleus A and ~pe is its momentum.

The term HsI(A) is the interaction between the electrons’ spins and the nucleus A:

HsI =
∑
e

−gsgIAµBµN
(µ0

4π

) 3
(
~se · ~rAe )−( ~IA · ~se

)
(~rAe · ~rAe)

r5
Ae

, (2.98)

with gs being the Landé factor of the free electron. ~se is the spin of the electron e.

The Fermi-contact interaction is described by the last of the three terms, HFC(A):

HFC(A) =
∑
e

−gsgIAµBµN
(µ0

4π

) 8π

3
~IA · ~Seδ( ~rAe). (2.99)

It is important to see that all three terms of HMD(A) have the same tensorial form:

~O1
el(~je) · ~I1

A, (2.100)

which is a scalar product of two rank 1 operators, where ~je(A) = ~le(A) + ~se is the
total angular momentum of the electron e. The first one, ~O1

el(
~je), depends on the

coordinates of the electrons and the second, ~I1
A, on the nuclear spin. The two operators

can be written as spherical tensor operators V 1(~je) and Q1(~IA). In this form the scalar
product can be written as

V 1(~je) ·Q1(~IA) =
∑
e

∑
q

(−1)qQ1
q(
~IA)V 1

−q

(
~je(A)

)
. (2.101)

The representation in spherical tensor operators is preferable, so that the Wigner-Eckart
theorem can be used. It runs as

〈′τ, j′m′|T kq |τ, jm〉 = (−1)j
′−m′

(
j′ k j
−m′ q m

)
〈τ ′, j′||T k||τ, j〉. (2.102)

〈τ ′, j′||T k||τ, j〉 is called reduced matrix element. It is a number that contains the infor-
mation about radial dependence of the matrix elements. τ denotes all other quantum
numbers except j and m. The big advantage of the use of spherical tensors and the
Wigner-Eckart theorem is that we can divide the calculation of a matrix element into a
purely radial and a purely angular part. The two parts can then be treated separately.

In a spherical tensor operator form, HMD(A) reads as
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HMD(A) =
∑
e

∑
q

(−1)qQ1
q(
~IA)T 1

−q

(
~je(A)

)
, (2.103)

where T 1 combines all the three terms of HMD(A).

The electric quadrupole interaction between all the electrons and a nucleus,
HEQ(A)

The second term in the discussion is the electric quadrupole term HEQ(A):

HEQ(A) =
∑
e

∑
q

(−1)q Q2
q(A)Ve,−q(A), (2.104)

where Q2
q(A) is the electric quadrupole of nucleus A, defined as

Q2
q(A) =

√
4π

5

∑
p

epr
2
pY

2
q (θp, φp). (2.105)

rp, θp, φp are the radial and angular coordinates of the protons p inside the nucleus A.

The field created by the electrons at the position of nucleus A can be written as

V 2
e,q(A) =

√
4π

5

e

4πε0r3
Ae

Y 2
q (θAe, φAe), (2.106)

with θAe and φAe being the angular coordinates of the vector ~rAe.

To make use of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, we rewrite HEQ(A) as

HEQ(A) =
∑
e

∑
q

(−1)q Q2
q(
~IA)Ve,−q(~je(A)), (2.107)

with Q2
q(
~IA) and Ve,−q(~je(A)) being spherical tensor operators of rank 2.

The hyperfine interactions between the nuclei, Hhf(A,B)

Hhf(A,B) is the direct hyperfine interaction between the two nuclei. We have a magnetic
dipole term HMD(A,B). It consists of

HMD(A,B) = HIN (A,B) +HI1I2(A,B), (2.108)

with HIN(A,B) the nucleus spin - nucleus orbit, and nucleus spin - other nucleus orbit
interaction (also called nucleus spin-rotation interaction). HI1I2(A,B) is the direct
nucleus spin - nucleus spin interaction.

We also have an electric quadrupole term HEQ(A,B). It is the interaction between
the quadrupole of one nucleus with the electric field created by the charge of the other
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nucleus. There are also interactions between the two electric quadrupoles HQ1,Q2
(A,B)

and higher order electric and magnetic multipole interactionsHMO(A,B), HEH(A,B),...
.

Since we do not consider rotation and the terms of Hhf(A,B) are generally some orders
of magnitude smaller than the energy corrections arising from the terms presented in
2.6.1 and 2.6.1 we neglect their effects in the next part of the discussion.

2.6.2 Calculation of the Matrix Elements

We calculate the matrix elements of Hhf in a fully coupled Hund’s case a basis, which
reads as |ν, SΛΣΩJ(I1I2)IFMF 〉. ν stands for a vibrational level. In section 2.6.1 we
have determined Hhf to be Hhf = HMD(A) + HMD(B) + HEQ(A) + HEQ(B) since we
neglect higher order terms and terms of the form H(A,B). Moreover, we have seen that
the presented terms can be written by the use of spherical tensors. HMD is of rank 1
and HEQ of rank 2. We rewrite Hhf as a sum of the form:

Hhf =

2∑
α=1

∑
k

Hk(α). (2.109)

α is the sum over the two nuclei. k ranges from 1 to 2 and numbers the ranks of the
tensors. By application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, one can calculate the matrix
elements of the Hk(α). They are

〈S′Λ′Σ′Ω′ν ′J ′(I1I2)I ′F ′M ′F |Hk(α)|SΛΣΩνJ(I1I2)IFMF 〉 =

δF,F ′δMF ,M
′
F

(−1)k+I1+I2+F+I+I′+J+J ′
fk(i,Ω

′,Ω)[(2I + 1)(2I ′ + 1)(2J + 1)(2J ′ + 1)]1/2(
J ′ k J
−Ω ∆Ω Ω

){
I2 I1 I
k I ′ I1

}{
F I ′ J ′

k J I

}
, (2.110)

with ∆Ω = Ω′ − Ω and fk(i,Ω′,Ω) generally also depends on S, Λ, Σ and ν. It mainly
contains the reduced matrix element for the various interactions. Thus, here is the
dependence of the hyperfine structure on the internuclear distance included. Details for
fk(i,Ω

′,Ω) are given in [71].

2.6.3 Approximate Matrix Elements

We can approximate the matrix elements of the hyperfine interactions, by using per-
turbation theory of first and second order. This will be helpful, when we interpret the
results of our calculations. We use the spin-decoupled basis set:

|(S,L)JtΩε〉 |ItmI〉 . (2.111)

Moreover, we perform the perturbational approach only for the magnetic dipole part of
Hhf, as we think that the main contribution of the hyperfine structure comes from the
Fermi-contact interaction.
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First order of perturbation

In first order one calculates diagonal matrix elements of the general form ∆E1 =
〈m|H |m〉. With the basis set that we use we get for ∆E1

MD the expression:

∆E1
MD = 〈ItmI | 〈(S,L)JtΩε|HMD |(S,L)JtΩ, ε〉 |ItmI〉 . (2.112)

In spherical tensor notation HMD =
∑
e

∑
q

(−1)qQ1
q(
~IA)T 1

−q

(
~je(A)

)
and equation 2.112

becomes

∆EMD =
∑
q

(−1)q 〈(S,L)JtΩε|
∑
e

T 1
−q

(
~je(A)

)
|(S,L)JtΩ, ε〉 〈ItmI | I(1)

q |ItmI〉 .

(2.113)

Now we apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The sum over q vanishes except for q = 0
because we calculate only diagonal elements in first order perturbation theory. Thus,
we obtain for ∆EMD:

∆EMD =(−1)Jt−Ω

(
Jt 1 Jt
−Ω 0 Ω

)
〈(S,L)JtΩε‖T 1 ‖(S,L)JtΩε〉

(−1)It−mI

(
It 1 It
−mI 0 mI

)
〈ItΩε‖ I1 ‖ItΩε〉 (2.114)

Where we have included the sum over e in T 1. A 3j-symbol of the form
(

j 1 j
−mj 0 mj

)
can be calculated with the formula

(−1)j−mj

(
j 1 j
−mj 0 mj

)
=

mj√
j(j + 1)(2j + 1)

. (2.115)

If Ω 6= 0, ∆E1
MD is proportional tomI . Hence, the first order energy correction ∆E1

MD =
0 if Ω = 0. Then, second order perturbation theory has to be considered.

Second order of perturbation

In second order perturbation theory, the matrix elements that have to be considered
are of the form:

∆E2
MD =

∑
S̄,L̄,J̄t,Ω̄,ε̄,Ītm̄I

∣∣〈ItmI | 〈(S,L)JtΩε|HMD
∣∣(S̄, L̄)J̄tΩ̄, ε̄

〉 ∣∣Ītm̄I

〉∣∣2
E − Ē

. (2.116)

In principle any states, except states of different ε and mF , can be coupled by the
hyperfine interaction. However, the energy difference is in the denominator, therefore
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states that are energetically far away from the considered state cannot act as a perturber.
We only have to consider energetically close states. The sum in equation 2.117 is only
adding terms that lie close to the considered state and the perturbational effect of the
other states is neglected. The denominator is also determining the sign of the energy
shift. If the perturbing state is energetically higher, the shift is negative. If the state is
lower in energy, the shift is positive.

If Ω 6= 0, we get contribution from first order perturbation terms and second order
perturbation effects can, in general, be neglected. Therefore, we assume that Ω = 0.
Knowing that I is diagonal in the basis It, we obtain for ∆E2

MD

∆E2
MD =

∑
perturbing states

δ(It, Īt)

E − Ē

[
(−1)Jt−Ω

(
Jt 1 J̄t
0 ∆Ω Ω̄

)
〈Jt‖T 1

∥∥J̄t〉
(−1)It−mI

(
It 1 It
−mI 0 mI

)
〈It‖ I ‖It〉

]2

. (2.117)

In general, the result is complicated, but in the case of Ω̄ = 0 we find that ∆E2
MD is

proportional to m2
I .

Summary of the matrix element properties

In the case of Ω 6= 0, first order corrections are generally more important than second
order corrections. The energy splitting is proportional to mI .

In the case of Ω = 0 first order contributions vanish. Second order contributions might
be important. Only states that lie energetically close can perturb each other. The energy
difference determines the sign of energy shifts. The energy corrections are complicated
if the perturbing state has Ω̄ 6= 0. If the perturbing states have Ω̄ = 0, the energy
corrections are proportional to m2

I .
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3 Model

In this section we present our model of the Cs2 molecule. The main point is that we
assume that the molecular fine and hyperfine structure are determined by the atomic
fine and hyperfine interactions. This implies that the Hamiltonian that describes the
energy of the hyperfine structure does not depend on the internuclear distance.

3.1 Hamiltonian

First, we set up the Hamiltonian. As explained in Chapter 2, within the adiabatic
approximation the Schrödinger equation for the electronic states is

Ĥ0 |m〉 = Um(R) |m〉 , (3.1)

where H0 = Te +V is the sum of the Te, kinetic energy of the electrons and V, the sum
of the potentials between the charged particles. If we want to add fine and hyperfine
structure, we add it as a new term inH0. Thus, we obtainHe, the Hamiltonian including
also fine and hyperfine interactions:

He = Te + V +Hf +Hhf = H0 +Hf +Hhf, (3.2)

with Hf and Hhf standing for the fine and hyperfine interactions. To model the fine
structure we use spin-orbit interaction only. Thus, we write Hso instead Hf.

In the following subsections, we describe how to model the three parts of He.

3.1.1 Hyperfine and Spin-Orbit Interactions

To model the hyperfine structure, we assume that the effects that originate from the
nature of the molecule, like the interactions between the valence electrons, can be ne-
glected. Hhf is therefore the same as the Hamiltonian for the hyperfine interactions of
the separated atoms:

Hhf = HA
hf +HB

hf, (3.3)

where Hα
hf is the hyperfine structure of the free atom α = A,B. We also make assump-

tions on the form of the wave function of the electronic cloud. For the calculations of
the matrix elements of Hhf and Hso, we assume that the wave functions are the same
as in the case of separated atoms and can be approximated by the use of the atomic 6s
and 6p orbitals as denoted in section 2.3.4. Building on these two assumptions, Hhf is
diagonal in the separated atom basis set. Thus, we first set up the separated atom basis
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set. This is achieved by coupling the angular momenta ~s, ~l and ~I of the individual atoms
and after this, coupling the two individual atomic wave functions in order to form the
molecular wave function. For the 6s atom we denote the orbital by the coupled wave
function:

|((s1l1)j1I1)F1mF1〉 . (3.4)

The valence electrons spin couples to its orbital angular momentum to form j1, which
couples to I1 in order to form the total angular momentum F1. We also assume that
the radial dependence is included in this wave function. It is given by the radial wave
function of the 6s state. Of course s1 = 1/2 and l1 = 0 and thus, j1 = 1/2 for the
s-state.
Similarly, we can construct the basis function of the atom in the p-state (l2 = 1):

|((s2l2)j2I2)F2mF2〉 . (3.5)

The molecular basis is then formed by coupling the two atomic basis sets:

|[((s1l1)j1I1)F1, ((s2l2)j2I2)F2]FmF , ε〉 ≡ |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF , ε〉 . (3.6)

ε is the quantum number of the symmetry due to the simultaneous exchange of electrons
and nuclei.

With the approximations stated in the beginning, we can determine the effect of Hhf
on our basis functions:

Hhf |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF , ε〉 =(HA
hf +HB

hf) |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF , ε〉
=(∆EAhf(F1) + ∆EBhf(F2, j2)) |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF , ε〉 . (3.7)

∆Eαhf are the energy corrections of the individual atoms. The splitting of the 6s and
the 6p energy levels are given in section 2.2. The hyperfine energy correction of the
different spin-orbit splitted states can be evaluated by the use of the Landé formula
(which follows from the identity ~j · ~I = 1

2(~F 2 − ~I2 −~j2)):

∆Ehf =
A

2
[Fi(Fi + 1)− ji(ji + 1)− Ii(Ii + 1)]. (3.8)

It shows how the energy of the previously degenerated states is shifted when hyperfine
interactions are considered. With the interval rule, which follows from formula 3.8,

∆EFi+1 −∆EFi+1 = A(Fi + 1), (3.9)

one can determine the constant A from experimental values and calculate the energy
corrections ∆Ehf as a function of F1 for states of 6s atom and of j2 and F2 for 6p states.

The energy corrections arising from spin-orbit interaction are implemented in a similar
way. We make the same assumptions as in the case of hyperfine structure. The wave
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function of the electrons is given by combinations of atomic wave functions |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF ε〉
again. The Hamiltonian of the spin-orbit interaction is the one of section 2.5.1:

Hso = a1,1(r)~l1 · ~s1 + a2,2(r)~l2 · ~s2. (3.10)

Using the identity

~l · ~s =
1

2
[~j2 −~l2 − ~s2], (3.11)

we can determine the effect of Hso. It is

Hso |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF ε〉 = Eso(j2) |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF ε〉 , (3.12)

where Eso(3/2) = 1/3∆ for j2 = 3/2 and Eso(1/2) = −2/3∆ for j2 = 3/2. ∆ = 554.039
cm−1, it is the energy difference between the Cs(62P1/2) and Cs(62P3/2) levels. Putting
together the results enables us to denote the corrections due to spin-orbit interaction
and hyperfine structure of our model. It is

(Hso +Hhf) |[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF ε〉 = (Eso(j2) + ∆EAhf(F1, j2, F2) + ∆EBhf(F1, j2, F2))

|[F1, (j2I2)F2]FmF ε〉 . (3.13)

3.1.2 H0, the Electronic Hamiltonian

We describe the electronic Hamiltonian H0 differently for large and small internuclear
separations. Large atomic separations are those for which the internuclear distance is
larger than the Leroy-radius Rc, which is defined by formula 2.60. It tells at which
internuclear distance the electronic clouds of two atoms start to overlap significantly.
In the case of Cs2(6s + 6p)-states one finds Rc = 28.4a0. If R is larger than Rc the
electronic potential can be described by the energy of two separate interacting atoms.
Small internuclear separations are those for which R is smaller than Rc. Here we cannot
talk of separated atoms anymore because the electrons have a high probability of staying
close to both nuclei. To improve the connection between the two regions, we implement
a part in the Hamiltonian around the Leroy-radius that is called asymptotic exchange
interaction. It models the exchange interaction in the region where the wave functions
of the atoms just start to overlap. To model H0, we make the following distinction of
regions:

1. very large nuclear separations (R > 40a0) The electronic potentials are ap-
proximated to be small perturbations to the energy of the atomic states. The
perturbations are expressed by an expansion in inverse powers of R

2. around the LeRoy-radius ( 20a0 > R > 40a0)We add an asymptotic exchange
interaction term to the expansion of case 1.

3. small nuclear separations (R < 20a0) The wave functions of the valence
electrons overlap significantly and the methods of case 1 and 2 cease to describe
the problem accurately. We take results of quantum chemistry calculations to
describe the electronic potentials
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The three points are now explicated in more detail.

1. Very large nuclear separations(R > 40a0)

For large internuclear distances we can approximate the molecule by two atoms that
interact via electrostatic forces. Then, it is convenient to separate the Hamiltonian H0

into the parts:

H0 = HA +HB +HAB. (3.14)

HA describes the energy of the atom in the s-state and HB describes the energy of the
atom in the p-state. They are constant. By setting our zero point of energy equal to
the dissociation limit, we drop these constants. HAB is the interaction between the two
atoms.

Since the separation between the nuclei is very large, the interactions inside the atoms
are much larger than the interactions between the atoms themselves. Hence, the inter-
atomic forces can be included as a perturbation of the atomic Hamiltonians as presented
in section 2.3.3. We use the potential given by formula 2.61:

HAB = U(R) =
∑
n

Cn
Rn

(3.15)

The dispersion coefficients are taken from Ref. [83] and presented in section 2.3.3. To
implement HAB in our calculations, we use the wave functions given at the end of
section 2.3.4 and take HAB as the electronic potential of the states

∣∣∣2S+1 Λ
(+)
g/u

〉
:

HAB(Λ, g/u, s)
∣∣∣2S+1 Λ

(+/−)
g/u

〉
=

(
C3(Λ, g/u, s)

R3
+
C6(Λ, g/u, s)

R6
+
C8(Λ, g/u, s)

R8

)
(3.16)

|L,mL〉(+/−)
g/u |Sms〉 .

2. Around the LeRoy-radius ( 20a0 > Rc > 40a0)

When we come closer to the LeRoy-radius the overlap between the two atoms’ charge
distributions starts to increase exponentially, which also increases the exchange inter-
action. This is considered by adding the potential Vexch, the asymptotic exchange in-
teraction (see section 2.3.3), to the potential U(R) of the multipole expansion. Around
the LeRoy-radius, HAB becomes

HAB =
∑
n

Cn
Rn

+ Vexch. (3.17)

The exchange interaction may also increase the region of the validity of the above
formulas beyond the LeRoy radius. It therefore prepares the potentials to be more
smoothly connected with the potentials taken in region 3.
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3. Small nuclear separations (R < Rc)

In this region the analytical expressions listed above are not valid anymore. The two
atoms’ wave functions overlap significantly and the valence electrons cannot be con-
sidered as belonging to one individual atom. Moreover, the effects of the interactions
between the valence electrons and the other electrons also increase. In the previous
cases 1 and 2 we did only looked at the valence electrons. To include these effects, we
use numeric data gained by quantum chemistry calculations. This data is taken from
Ref. [86, 87, 88, 89].

The underlying model of the quantum chemistry calculations regards the Cs2 molecule
as a system of four particles. The four particles are the two valence electrons and
two polarizable Cs+ anions. In this way, an effect of other electrons than the valence
electrons is also included. To improve the accuracy of the calculations, the results were
fitted to experimental data whenever possible.

The electronic potentials of the eight Cs2(6s + 6p) states are not given by analytical
expressions anymore. We use numerical values for discreet values of R that are inter-
polated with the program Mathematica 7 to obtain smooth, continuous curves. After
setting up the potentials in the different regions (1, 2 and 3) we connect them in order
to form one continuous potential from small to large atomic separations. The potentials
gained in case 1 and 2 match perfectly. But due to the different methods applied, the
quantum chemistry calculations do not match exactly the analytical potentials of the
long range region. Therefore, we interpolate the potentials and obtain the continuous
potentials from small up to large values of R in the end.

3.1.3 Diagonalization of the Complete Hamiltonian He

In sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.1 we have seen how to set up the individual parts H0,Hso and
Hhf of He. To diagonalize He, it is necessary to find the relation between the basis in
which H0 is diagonal and the one in which Hso and Hhf are diagonal. As already stated,
Hso and Hhf are diagonal in the asymptotic molecular basis set, whereas H0 is diagonal
in a Hund’s case a basis set. The transformation between the two sets is obtained by
re-coupling the basis vectors as shown in section 2.1.3. We find that:

|((s1l1)j1iA)f1, ((s2l2)j2iB)f2)ftmf 〉ε =
∑

jt,it,st,lt,mjt ,mit
mst ,mlt

,ml1
,ml2

f̂1f̂2ĵ1ĵ2ĵtîtŝt l̂t


s1 l1 j1
s2 l2 j2
st lt jt



j1 i1 f1

j2 i2 f2

jt it ft


〈jtmjtitmit |ftmft〉〈stmst ltmlt |jtmjt〉〈l1ml1 l2ml2 |ltmlt〉|StMS〉1,2|ItMI〉A,B
1

2

(
|l2ml2〉1A|l1ml1〉2B + (−1)St |l2ml2〉2A|l1ml1〉1B − ε(−1)2I+It |l2ml2〉1B|l1ml1〉2A

− ε(−1)St+2I+It |l2ml2〉2B|l1ml1〉1A
)
, (3.18)

or using a Hund’s case a notation:
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|((s1l1)j1iA)f1, ((s2l2)j2i2)f2)ftmf 〉ε =
∑

jt,it,st,lt,mjt ,mit
mst ,mlt

,ml1
,ml2

f̂1f̂2ĵ1ĵ2ĵtîtŝt l̂t


s1 l1 j1
s2 l2 j2
st lt jt



j1 i1 f1

j2 i2 f2

jt it ft


〈jtmjtitmit |ftmft〉〈stmst ltmlt |jtmjt〉〈l1ml1 l2ml2 |ltmlt〉

∣∣∣2S+1 Λ
(+/−)
g/u

〉
|ItMI〉A,B .

(3.19)

Using this relation, we can calculate the matrix elements of He in the asymptotic basis
for different values of R:

H(i′,i)
e = 〈[((s1l1)j1i1)f ′1, ((s2l2)j′2i2)f ′2]f ′m′f , ε

′|Ĥe |[((s1l1)j1i1) f1, ((s2l2)j2i2) f2] fmf , ε〉 .
(3.20)

3.2 Calculation of the Hyperfine Splitted Adiabatic
Potentials

The procedures described above yield a (854 x 854)-matrix for He. We can make use of
the fact that mf and ε remain good quantum numbers and thus, for the two values of
ε (which are +1 and -1) and every value of |mf | we get a block matrix. The dimension
dim of the matrices depends on the value of |mf |. For mf = 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0,
we get dim = 1, 5, 13, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 82, 86 respectively. Hence, instead of calculating
eigenvalues for the whole 854x854 matrix we calculate eigenvalues of the block matrices.
The use of the good quantum numbers reduces the complexity of the calculations and
helps to keep an overview. The calculations of eigenvalues of the various block-matrices
as well as the set up of the Hamiltonian were done using the computational software
program Mathematica 7.

By calculation of the eigenvalues, in the end we gain 854 hyperfine potentials. Every
combination of mf , ε corresponds to a number of hyperfine potentials that is the same
as the dimension dim of the block matrices. These hyperfine potentials are further
discussed in the next Chapter - the Chapter Results and Discussion.
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4 Results and Discussion

The results of our calculations on the hyperfine structure of the Cs2(6s + 6p) states
are presented and discussed in this Chapter. We have separated them into three parts.
Firstly, we discuss and present the electronic potentials when hyperfine interactions are
not considered. Secondly, we explain the general behavior of the hyperfine structure
and discuss the results of our calculation for the long-range and for the short-range
regions. Thirdly, we focus on the findings of interest for the ground-state transfer
experiment. These findings concern the hyperfine structure of the 0+

u (2P1/2) and the
0+
u (2P3/2) adiabatic potentials.

4.1 Calculations without Hyperfine Interactions

In this first section of the Chapter Results and Discussion, we show the potentials
that are obtained when the hyperfine interactions are not included. We show first the
potentials that are obtained from the multipole expansion at large internuclear distance.
Secondly, we include the asymptotic exchange interaction. Thirdly, we show plots of
the electronic potentials that are taken from quantum chemistry calculations. In the
last part we include spin-orbit interaction and show plots of the adiabatic potentials for
the long-range region and for the short-range region.

Potentials obtained from multipole expansion of the atomic charge distributions

In figure 4.1, we show the four degenerate potentials that are gained from the multipole
expansion at large internuclear distance. The method that is used to calculate the
potentials is explained in the first part of section 2.3.3. The zero point is set to the
Cs2(6s + 6p) dissociation limit. The potentials determine the electronic potentials for
large atomic separations of R > 40a0.

Potentials that include the asymptotic exchange interactions and the multipole
expansion of the atomic charge distributions

Between internuclear separations of 20a0 and 40a0 we include an analytical expression
of the asymptotic exchange interaction into the description of the electronic potentials.
In this way we take into account the indistinguishability of the valence electrons and
their fermionic character. In figure 4.2 we show how the electrostatic potentials split up
under the influence of the asymptotic exchange interaction. The mathematical structure
of the asymptotic exchange interaction is given in section 2.3.3. The derivation of the
asymptotic exchange interaction is given in Ref. [84].

The dashed lines in figure 4.2 show the unsplitted potentials obtained by multipole
expansion only. The exchange interaction partly lifts the degeneracy of the potentials
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Figure 4.1: Potentials obtained by multipole expansion only. The vertical line indicates
the LeRoy-radius Rc

Figure 4.2: Hund’s case a potentials around the Leroy-radius. The figure shows the
potentials obtained by the multipole expansion only (dashed lines) and the poten-
tials obtained from a combination of asymptotic exchange interaction and multipole
expansion (continuous lines). Due to the asymptotic exchange interactions, the po-
tentials split up as R is becoming smaller. g symmetry states are colored in red and
u symmetry states are colored in black. Rc is indicated by the vertical line.
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gained by the multipole expansion. Every multipole potential splits up in two potentials
that are described by the same value of β = (−1)pσ but have a different combination
of p and σ. (p = +1 for g states and p = −1 for u states. σ = +1 for singlet states
and σ = −1 for triplet states.) The g symmetry potentials are colored in red and u
symmetry potentials are colored in black. Again, zero energy is set to the 6s + 6p
dissociation limit. Moreover, the molecular term symbols in a Hund’s case a notation
are included to label the potentials.

Potentials in the short-range region (taken from quantum chemistry calculations)

In the short range region, below 20a0, we use numerical data from quantum chemistry
calculations. In principle, the used quantum chemistry calculations would provide us
with data until internuclear separations of 40a0, but the potentials do not coincide
exactly with the potentials used to model the interaction of the atoms around the
Leroy-radius. Therefore, we cut the potentials from the quantum chemistry calculations
and the analytical potentials (multipole expansion + asymptotic exchange interaction)
around approximately 20a0 and interpolate the potentials that should coincide. In
this way, we obtain smooth, continuous curves from small up to large internuclear
separations. The result is displayed in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Plot of the diabatic potentials in the short-range region. The plotted Hund’s
case a potentials are gained by combining potentials taken from quantum chemistry
calculations and potentials obtained by adding multipole expansion and asymptotic
exchange interaction as explained in Chapter3. The vertical line indicates Rc.

We have labeled the potentials of figure 4.3 with the molecular term symbol in Hund’s
case a notation. g states are colored in red and u states in black. The connected
curves enable us to model the diabatic potentials from about 5a0 up to an arbitrary
large internuclear distance. Since we did not yet include spin-orbit interaction, every
electronic potential is degenerate with respect to the orientation of the total electron spin
projection and in the case of Π states with respect to the projection of the total orbital
angular momentum of the electrons. (Of course every potential is also degenerated with
respect to the orientation of the nuclear spin, but for now we neglect the nuclear spin.)
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Hence, 3Π potentials are 6 times degenerated. 1Π potentials are 2 times degenerated,
3Σ potentials are 3 times degenerated and 1Σ are not degenerated, resulting in 12 states
for g and for u symmetry. Thus, the overall number of states is 24.

Adiabatic potentials (potentials that include spin-orbit interaction)

When we include spin-orbit interaction, the degeneracy of the eight diabatic potentials
is partly lifted. Spin-orbit interactions split up the diabatic potentials with respect to
the absolute value of the total electronic angular momentum projection Ω. 3Σ potentials
are split into a 3Σ0 and a 3Σ1 potential. 3Π potentials are split into potentials that
can be described by 3Π0, 3Π1 and 3Π2. In addition, 3Π0 potentials are split into the
3Π0(+,−) and the 3Π0(−,+) potential. Thus, we obtain 16 adiabatic potentials as a
result of the splitting due to spin-orbit interaction. The adiabatic potentials are plotted
for the short range region in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 shows all adiabatic potentials from 5a0 up to 30a0. The considerably strong
spin-orbit interaction of Cs2 not only results in a splitting of the potentials, but also in
deformations of the diabatic potentials. The most obvious example is the disappearance
of the crossing between the A1Σ+

u potential and the b3Πu potential. In the presence of
such strong spin-orbit interaction, it is convenient to describe the adiabatic potentials
with the use of Hund’s case c notation. The plot for the adiabatic potentials in the
long-range region is given in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.4: Adiabatic potentials in the short-range region. Internuclear separations vary
from 5a0 up to 30a0. The energy zero-point is set to the Cs2(6S1/2 + 6P3/2) dis-
sociation limit. The adiabatic potentials are described in Hund’s case c notation.
Dotted lines are states with Ω = 2, dashed lines are states with Ω = 1 and continu-
ous lines indicate states with Ω = 0. The reflection symmetry is indicated by thin
lines for σ = −1 and thick lines for σ = +1. g/u symmetry is indicated by colors:
red indicates g symmetry and black indicates u symmetry.

In the long-range region the influence of the spin-orbit interaction becomes dominant
because the electrostatic interaction between the atoms is of the same magnitude as
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Figure 4.5: Adiabatic potentials for internuclear separations that range from 10a0 to
50a0. By comparison of this figure with figure 4.2 the strong influence of the spin-
orbit interaction becomes visible. Spin-orbit splitting and avoided crossing can be
seen very good. Like in figure 4.4, the energy zero-point is set to the Cs2(6S1/2 +
6P3/2) dissociation limit. The adiabatic potentials are described in Hund’s case c
notation. Dotted lines are states with Ω = 2, dashed lines are states with Ω = 1 and
continuous lines indicate states with Ω = 0. The reflection symmetry is indicated
by thin lines for σ = −1 and thick lines for σ = +1. g/u symmetry is indicated by
colors: red indicates g symmetry and black indicates u symmetry.

the spin-orbit interaction. Thus, figure 4.5 has no similarities with figure 4.2, which
displays the diabatic potentials for approximately the same values of R.

Number of hyperfine potentials

The next step is to include hyperfine interactions into the calculations. As a consequence
the degeneracy of the adiabatic potentials is further lifted. The nuclear spin of a cesium
atom is I = 7/2. Thus, the total nuclear spin It, formed by coupling the two individual
nuclear spins, can vary from 0 to 7. This results in 64 possible states |ItmI〉. It
couples to the total electronic angular momentum Jt and forms the total molecular
angular momentum F . However, hyperfine interactions are diagonal with respect to the
absolute value of the projection of the total angular momentum |mf |. States with the
same |mf | have the same hyperfine potential. Taking this into account we can calculate
the number of hyperfine potentials. As shown in the end of section 2.3.4, we have 24
molecular states if the nuclear spin is neglected. Thus, the total number of all states
24×64 = 1536. The hyperfine potentials are degenerate in |mf |, therefore the number of
potentials is the number of states with |mf | ≥ 0. Thus, (1536−2×86)/2+2×86 = 854
is the number of potentials obtained by the hyperfine calculations. 2×86 is the number
of states with |mf | = 0 for ε = +1 and ε = −1.

For internuclear separations where |mL| = Ω is a good quantum number, we can also
calculate the number of hyperfine potentials that form the hyperfine structure of an
adiabatic potential. For Ω = 0, we get 64 possible states |(mL = Ω = 0, It)Ft,mF 〉.
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Since states with mF ≥ 0 are degenerate, the hyperfine structure of Ω = 0 potentials
is formed by 36 hyperfine potentials. For Ω = 1 and Ω = 2, we have mL = ±1 and
mL = ±2 respectively. Thus, for both values of Ω we get 128 states of |(mL, It)Ft,mF 〉.
Again we count the states that fulfill mF ≥ 0. This results in 71 hyperfine potentials
for Ω = 1 and 70 hyperfine potentials for Ω = 2.

In the remaining part of this Chapter we investigate the 854 hyperfine potentials. In all
steps it is rather helpful to keep in mind that ε and |mf | are always good quantum num-
bers. Therefore, we order the curves by these numbers. In section 4.2 we concentrate
on the results describing hyperfine structure in the long range region. We show how
the electronic potentials are correlated to the energy of two separated atoms and how
the general structure changes with decreasing R. Important results are summarized in
a table at the end of section 4.2. In section 4.3 we deal in detail with the results of the
short range region.

4.2 Hyperfine Structure in the Long-Range Region

In this section we want to present and discuss the results of the hyperfine structure
calculations for the long-range region. In the first part we show how the hyperfine
potentials are connected to the dissociation limit of two separated cesium atoms. Then,
we investigate the region of the potentials where the hyperfine interactions are of the
same order of magnitude as the electrostatic interactions.

Figure 4.6: All hyperfine potentials in the long-range region. On this plot the
Cs2(62S1/2 + 62P1/2) and the Cs2(62S1/2 + 62P3/2) dissociation limits are visible
very well. To display the hyperfine structure we zoom in the following plots on the
lower bunch and the upper bunch of lines.

We begin the discussion with a plot, figure 4.6, where all hyperfine potentials starting
from R = Rc up to R = 200a0 are shown. The plot illustrates how the electrostatic
interaction decrease and become smaller than the spin-orbit interaction as R increases.
For large internuclear distances the potentials tend to one of the two spin-orbit split-
ted dissociation limits Cs2(62S1/2 + 62P1/2) and Cs2(62S1/2 + 62P3/2). The effects of
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hyperfine interactions are much too small to be visible in this plot. The splitting due
to hyperfine interactions lead to splittings that are below 10 GHz, which is very small
compared to the spin-orbit splitting of ∆ = 554 cm−1 ≈ 16000GHz. Therefore, one has
to zoom on the potentials in order to resolve the hyperfine structure.

The first zoom is made on the potentials connected to the Cs2(62S1/2 + 62P1/2) disso-
ciation limit. The plot of the zoom is shown in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Zoom on the potentials that dissociate to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P1/2) limit.
F1 and F2 indicate the quantum numbers of the two atom state to which the hy-
perfine potentials tend. F1 (F2) labels the quantum number of the s-state (p-state)
atom.

The internuclear separations of the plot in figure 4.7 are between R = 300a0 and R =
1000a0. At these large internuclear distances the electrostatic interactions between the
atoms are smaller than the molecular hyperfine structure splitting. Therefore, we can
see the connection to the asymptotic limits of the two atom states, where every atom
is in one of the possible atomic hyperfine states.

The lowest bunch of lines corresponds to the asymptotic limit of one atom in the
Cs(6s2S1/2,F1 = 3) state and the other atom in a Cs(62P1/2, F2 = 3) state. In the second
lowest bunch of lines, the p-atom is in a F2 = 4 hyperfine state. Therefore, the disso-
ciation limit is heightened by 1.167 GHz, the splitting between the Cs(6p2P1/2,F2 = 3)
and the Cs(6p2P1/2,F2 = 4) state.

When the hyperfine state of the s-atom changes from F1 = 3 to F1 = 4 we can observe
the same scheme again. The lines lie now 9.192 GHz higher, which is the splitting
between the Cs(6s2S1/2, F1 = 3) and the Cs(6s2S1/2, F1 = 4) states. Thus, the third
lowest line is the dissociation limit where the s-atom is in the Cs(6s2S1/2, F1 = 4) state
and the p-atom in the Cs(6p2P1/2) state. The highest bunch of lines is connected to
the dissociation limit where the hyperfine state of the s-atom is F1 = 4 and also the
hyperfine state of the p-atom is F2 = 4. In figure 4.7 we explicitly label these asymptotic
limits with (F1 = 3, F2 = 3), (F1 = 3, F2 = 4), (F1 = 4, F2 = 3) and (F1 = 4, F2 = 4).
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Analogous to figure 4.7, figure 4.8 shows a zoom on the energy range around the
Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) asymptotic limit. The plot range is between 300a0 and 1000a0,
the same as in the plot of figure 4.7. The spectrum of figure 4.8 is richer than the
spectrum of figure 4.7 because J2 = 3/2 for the hyperfine potentials of figure 4.8. F2

can take the values 2, 3, 4 or 5. The splitting between the hyperfine levels of the p-atom
is much smaller than the splitting between the hyperfine levels of the s-atom. The
splitting between Cs(6p2P3/2, F2 = 2) and Cs(6p2P3/2, F2 = 3) is 0.15 GHz, between
Cs(6p2P3/2, F2 = 3) and Cs(6p2P3/2, F2 = 4) is 0.201 GHz and between Cs(6p2P3/2,
F2 = 4) and Cs(6p2P3/2, F2 = 5) 0.251 GHz. The hyperfine splitting of the s-atom is
9.1GHz. As a consequence, the hyperfine splittings gather in two main bunches of lines,
which correspond to the value of F1. These main bunches of lines are subdivided into
four bunches of lines, which correspond to the possible values of F2. Figure 4.8 with its
inset a illustrates the hyperfine splitting.

Figure 4.8: Zoom on the potentials that dissociate to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) limit.
F1 and F2 indicate the quantum numbers of the two atom state to which the hy-
perfine potentials tend. F1 (F2) labels the quantum number of the s-state (p-state)
atom. Inset a shows a zoom on the lines connected to the F1 = 4, F2 = 2, 3, 4, 5.

In figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 we demonstrate that our calculations indeed provide the
connection of the hyperfine potentials and the two-atom dissociation limits. In the
remaining part of this section, using of figure 4.7, figure 4.9 and figure 4.10, we illustrate
the behavior of the hyperfine potentials as R is becoming smaller.

On the left side of figure 4.7, one sees how the hyperfine potentials split up when R
is reduced. When R takes values where the electrostatic interactions between the two
atoms is comparable to the hyperfine splitting, hyperfine potentials that are connected
to different dissociation limits approach each other. The hyperfine potentials perturb
each other and also undergo real and avoided crossings. Since the Hamiltonians of
molecular interactions are not diagonal in the atomic basis set, F1 and F2 fail to be
good quantum numbers when the off-diagonal elements are not negligible anymore.
Only mf and ε remain good quantum numbers. The classification according to F2 fails
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Figure 4.9: Zoom on the potentials that dissociate to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P1/2) limit.
Internuclear separations reach from R = 120a0 up to R = 400a0.

Figure 4.10: Zoom on the potentials that dissociate to the Cs2(6s2S1/2+6p2P1/2) limit.
Internuclear separations reach from R = 30a0 up to R = 140a0. The labels of the
adiabatic potentials are also included.
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F1 F2 Rf [a0]
j2 = 1/2

3 3
410

4
4 3

420
4

j2 = 3/2

3 5
855

4
4

750
3
3

620
2

4 2
620

3
3

820
4
4

950
5

Table 4.1: Internuclear separation at which F1 and F2 cease to be good quantum
numbers.Internuclear separation at which the hyperfine potentials emerging from
particular hyperfine dissociation limits cross the first time potentials emerging from
another dissociation limit. The first two columns show the quantum numbers of the
dissociation limit and the third shows Rf the internuclear separation at which the
potentials cross.

first because the hyperfine splitting of p-states is smaller than the splitting of the s-
states. This happens at about 400a0, visible in figure 4.7. For R smaller than 300a0

also potentials associated to F1 = 3 and F1 = 4 approach each other, as seen in figure
4.9.

In table 4.1 we tabulated at about which internuclear separation a specific set of F1 and
F2 values ceases to contain good quantum numbers, since the potentials emerging from
a particular dissociation limit cross the potentials of another dissociation limit.

If one decreases the internuclear distance below approximately 140a0, the Coulomb
interactions between the atoms become larger than the hyperfine splitting, see figure
4.10. Then, according to the good quantum numbers, the hyperfine potentials gather
and form the hyperfine structure of the adiabatic potentials. This happens for the 0+

u

potential at 290a0, for the 1g potential at 185a0, for the 0−g potential at 66a0, for the
0−u potential at 66a0, for the 1u potential at 210a0 and for the 0+

g potential at 285a0.
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fine structure state Rs [a0] maximum hyperfine splitting [GHz] at R = Rc

0+
g 140 0.717

1u 140 6.752
0−u 68 0.019
2g 68 8.568
1g 190 4.757
1u 190 5.584
0−g 69 0.008
2u 69 8.573
1u 165 5.659
0+
u 225 0.036

0+
g 285 0.002

1u 210 8.606
0−u 66 0.017
0−g 66 0.017
1g 185 8.860
0+
u 290 0.006

Table 4.2: Formation of the hyperfine structure of the adiabatic potentials for de-
creasing R. The first column shows the term symbol of the adiabatic potential. The
second column shows at which internuclear separation Rs the hyperfine structure po-
tentials of a particular adiabatic potential and the hyperfine structure potentials of
another adiabatic potential cross, so that one can not relate a hyperfine potential
to the hyperfine structure of a single adiabatic potential anymore. For R < Rs,
the hyperfine potentials can be related to an adiabatic potential. The third col-
umn gives the maximum hyperfine splitting of the various adiabatic potentials at the
Leroy-radius Rc.

The same procedure can also be applied to the hyperfine potentials that emerge from
the Cs2(6s2S1/2+6p2P3/2) dissociation limit. In table 4.2, we tabulated the internuclear
separations Rs at which the hyperfine structure of all the adiabatic potentials are formed
for both cases, the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P1/2) and the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation
limits. Moreover, we added the maximum hyperfine splitting at the Leroy-radius Rc to
give a connection to the short-range region.

4.3 Hyperfine Structure in the Short-Range Region

In section 4.2 we have discussed the hyperfine splitting of the molecular states for in-
ternuclear separations larger than the Leroy radius Rc = 28.4a0. We have seen how the
electronic potentials are connected to the atomic energies, and how the quantum num-
bers describing the atomic states fail to be conserved as a consequence of the increasing
electrostatic interactions between the atoms.

In this section we deal with the short-range region. The short-range region is of higher
interest for the ground-state transfer experiments in Innsbruck because the vibrational
levels of the (A−b)0+

u system that are exploited in the STIRAP have right-hand Condon
points R1 and R2, where R1 = 11.9a0 for the ν = 61 level and R2 = 15.58a0 for the
ν = 225 level. Both values are well below Rc = 28.4a0. Figure 4.11 shows a plot of the
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adiabatic potentials in the shortrange region. The 0+
u (2P1/2) potential is colored in red

and the 0+
u (2P3/2) potential is colored in blue. R1, R2 and the two vibrational levels

are also indicated.

Figure 4.11: Adiabatic potentials in the short range region. The red line indicates the
0+u (2P1/2) potential and the blue line indicates the 0+u (2P3/2) potential. The vi-
brational states ν = 225 and ν = 61 of the coupled potentials are exploited in
STIRAP of the ground-state transfer experiment in Innsbruck. The right-hand
Condon points of the two vibrational states are also labeled. R1 = 11.9a0 is the
Condon point for the ν = 61 level and R2 = 15.58a0 for the ν = 225 level. The
zero point of energy is set to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation limit.

In the first part of this section, we discuss the characteristics of our results by looking at
a specific value of R (R = 12a0). We use the arguments given in section 2.6.3 to explain
the characteristics of the hyperfine structure. Then, in section 4.3.2, we focus on the
potential that are of interest for the ground-state transfer experiment in Innsbruck. We
discuss the characteristics of the (A−b)0+

u system, give the maximum hyperfine splitting
of the 0+

u (2P1/2) and the 0+
u (2P3/2) potentials and estimate the hyperfine splitting of two

used vibrational levels. Finally, we illustrate the maximum hyperfine structure splitting
of all the other adiabatic potentials.

4.3.1 Investigation of the Hyperfine Structure at R = 12a0

In this section, we investigate the hyperfine structure at R = 12a0 to show exemplarily
how the general characteristics of our results can be interpreted. Figure 4.12 shows plots
of the hyperfine structure at R = 12a0. In the plot, the energy of a hyperfine potential
that belongs to the hyperfine structure of a specific adiabatic potential is given relative
to the specific adiabatic potential at R = 12a0. In figure 4.13 we show a zoom on those
hyperfine structures that cannot be resolved in figure 4.12.

In the plot, one sees the hyperfine splitting of the 16 different adiabatic potentials.
They are ordered from left to right, decreasing in energy of the adiabatic potentials.
The hyperfine splittings are labeled in two ways: The first row tells to which adiabatic
potential the hyperfine splitting belongs. For example, the splitting on the far right is
the hyperfine structure of the 0+

u (2P1/2) potential. The second row tells which Hund’s
case a state has the highest contribution in the wave function of the coupled Hund’s
case c state. For instance, a 1g state is formed by couplings between 1Πg, 3Πg and 3Σ+

g .
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Figure 4.12: Hyperfine structure of all adiabatic potentials at R = 12a0. The first
column labels the different hyperfine structure with the corresponding term symbol
in Hund’s case c notation. The second row labels the various hyperfine structures
with the uncoupled potentials that are mostly responsible for the plotted hyperfine
structure. The blue lines represent energy of a hyperfine potential that belongs to a
specific adiabatic potential relative to the specific adiabatic potential at R = 12a0.

Figure 4.13: Zoom on figure 4.12. Displayed are the hyperfine structures of adiabatic poten-
tials with a maximum hyperfine splitting at R = 12a0 smaller than 100 MHz.
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If the second row is labeled with 3Πg, it means that the wave function of the 1g state
has the highest contributions from the 3Πg state.

In section 2.6.3 at the end of the Chapter Theory, we discussed the hyperfine interactions
in terms of perturbation theory. We use the arguments made in this section to discuss
figure 4.12 and figure 4.13. Therefore, we recall those arguments shortly:

The magnetic dipole interactions between electrons and nuclei, especially the Fermi con-
tact interaction, are responsible for the largest splittings in the hyperfine structure. For
Ω = 1 or 2, contributions of the magnetic dipole interactions of first order perturbation
do not vanish. Moreover, the first order energy corrections are proportional to mI , thus
we expect a splitting that is proportional to mI if Ω 6= 0.

For Ω = 0 the first order of the magnetic dipole interaction vanishes. Second order
energy corrections have to be calculated. Their splitting is in general small compared
to the splitting of states with Ω = 1 or 2. In second order perturbation only states that
lie energetically close can act as significant perturbers. The energy difference between
considered and perturbing state determines the sign. If the perturbing state |n̄〉 has
Ω̄ = 0, the energy corrections is proportional to m2

I .

Behavior of Ω 6= 0 states at R = 12a0

If we look at figure 4.12, we see that the states with Ω = 1 or 2 has a large hyperfine
splitting. It lies between 1 GHz and 9 GHz. Generally, the hyperfine splitting of states
with Ω = 0 is smaller. It lies between 1 GHz and only fractions of a MHz. This
is in agreement with the arguments given before. States with Ω = 0 have no first
order contribution of the magnetic dipole interactions and have thus a smaller hyperfine
splitting.

There are also large differences in the magnitude of the splittings. Some states with
Ω = 1 have a hyperfine structure as large as those of Ω = 2, whereas others with Ω = 1
have a much smaller hyperfine structure. To explain this behavior we use the second
row of the plots. As already stated, they tell which uncoupled states are most important
for the composition of the wave function of the Hund’s case c states.

The states with the largest hyperfine structure (maximum splitting of almost 9 GHz)
are those in the first, the third, the eleventh and the twelfth column of figure 4.12. The
second row connects these states to the 3Σ+

u , the 3Πg, the 3Σ+
g and the 3Πu states. So

the largest hyperfine structure is produced by Ω6=0 states that are predominantly of
triplet character with Σ = ±1.

States associated by the second row with Σ = 0 have a smaller hyperfine structure
splitting. The largest hyperfine structure of states with Σ = 0 has 1g. This state is
formed mainly by 1Πg. Its maximum hyperfine splitting is about 3 GHz.

The hyperfine structure for all the plotted states with Ω6=0 is made up by fifteen packs.
We know that the hyperfine splitting of Ω6=0 should be proportional to mI . The max-
imum value of It is 7. Thus, there are 2 × 7 + 1 = 15 possibilities for mI at the most.
The fifteen packs correspond to the fifteen possible values of mI and the equal splitting
reflects the proportionality of the magnitude of first order energy corrections to mI .
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Hund’s case c state Hund’s case a state E(12a0) [cm−1] max. splitting [GHz]
1. 1u

3Σ+
u,1 1016 8.407

2. 0−u
3Σ+

u,0 1007 0.068
3. 2g

3Πg,2 15 8.570
4. 1g

3Πg,1 -133 1.659
5. 0−g

3Πg,0 -329.2 0.692
6. 0+

g
3Πg,0 -329.9 0.691

7. 1u
1Πu,1 -1087 0.332

8. 1g
1Πg,1 -1354 2.837

9. 0+
g

1Σ+
g,0 -3109 0.008

10. 0−g
3Σ+

g,1 -3182 0.070
11. 1g

3Σ+
g,0 -3190 8.600

12. 2u
3Πu,2 -3935 8.571

13. 1u
3Πu,1 -4138 1.684

14. 0+
u

3Πu,0 -4222 0.008
15. 0−u

3Πu,0 -4317 0.004
16. 0+

u
3Σ+

g,0 -5139 0.0002

Table 4.3: Data to interpret the hyperfine structure of the adiabatic potentials at R =
12a0. The third column tells which Hund’s case a state has the highest contribution
in the wave function of the coupled Hund’s case c state of column two. E(12a0)
tells the energy of the adiabatic potential at R = 12a0 relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 +
6p2P3/2) dissociation limit. The maximum splitting (max. splitting) of the hyperfine
structure of an adiabatic potential is given in column number 5.

Behavior of Ω = 0 states at R = 12a0

In second order perturbation theory, the energy difference between a particular state
and its perturbers determines both the magnitude of the energy correction and the sign
of the energy shift due to perturbations. Therefore, in table 4.3 we give the energy at
R = 12a0 of the adiabatic potentials relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation
limit and values for the maximum splitting of the hyperfine structure of an adiabatic
potential. Looking at the table, we can identify the possible perturbers of a state.

The second row of table 4.3 and the second column from the left of figure 4.12 and figure
4.13 describe the hyperfine splitting of the first adiabatic potential that we consider,
the 0−u potential. Its wave function is predominantly of 3Σ+

u,0 character. The energy
relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation limit of the 0−u states is 1007 cm−1.
The energetically next Hund’s case c potential would be the 1u potential with an energy
relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2+6p2P3/2) dissociation limit of 1016 cm−1. The second closest
Hund’s case c potential would be the third of table 4.3, the 2g potential, with an energy
relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation limit of 15 cm−1, energetically much
more separated from 0−u than 1u. Hence, we consider only the 1u states as a significant
perturber of 0−u . The 1u states have Ω = 1, thus we cannot make statements about the
proportionality of the energy splitting with respect to themI . However, since the energy
difference ∆E = E−Ē, the difference between the energy of the considered state and the
perturber is negative, the hyperfine potentials of the 0−u potential is shifted negatively
relative to the unsplitted 0−u potential.

The next hyperfine structure of a state with Ω = 0 is the hyperfine structure of 0−g . It is
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displayed in column 5 of figure 4.12 and data are given in the fifth row of table 4.3. The
perturbers are the 0+

g states, which lie very close. The separation is only 0.7 cm−1. Due
to the small separation, second order effects are quite large. The maximum hyperfine
splitting is 0.692GHz, which is even larger than the maximum hyperfine splitting of the
1u adiabatic potential. The 0+

g states have Ω = 0. Thus, the splitting is proportional
to m2

I . Additionally, the hyperfine potentials are shifted relative to 0−g potential by
positive values (∆E is positive).

0+
g states (number 6 in table 4.3 and figure 4.12) display a similar behavior as the 0−g ,

but the hyperfine potentials are shifted, relative to the unsplitted 0+
g adiabatic potential,

in a negative sense.

The ninth states of table 4.3 and figure 4.12, 0+
g lie close to the states number 10 (0−g )

and the states of number 11 (1g ). Both lie energetically lower and thus the relative
splitting is positive. 0−g states have Ω = 0 and 1g states have Ω = 1. The splitting of
0+
g (shown in figure 4.13) displays a splitting that is proportional to m2

I . Therefore, we
can conclude that the effects of 1g states play a much smaller role than the effects of
the 0+

g states.

The tenth row of table 4.3 shows the data of 0−g states. The perturbers are the 1g states.
The energy correction is positive.

The adiabatic 0+
u potential of row number 14 has an energy relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2+

6p2P3/2) dissociation limit of −4222cm−1. Interestingly, there are two perturbers above
the 1u states at −4138 cm−1 and below the 0+

u states at −4317 cm−1. Thus, we have
positive and negative energy shifts in the hyperfine structure of 0+

u . The shifts with a
positive sign show a splitting proportional to mI .

The second lowest state in energy is 0−u . The perturbers are the above lying 0+
u states.

Hence, the splitting is proportional to m2
I and the energy shift is negative.

The last row, number 16, corresponds to 0+
u states whose wave function has mainly 1Σ+

u

character. The perturbers are the 0−u states. Thus, we observe energy corrections with
a negative sense and a splitting proportional to m2

I .

4.3.2 Focus on (A− b)0+
u System

In this section we throw a closer look at the hyperfine structure of states that form the
(A − b)0+

u system. Vibrational levels of these states are exploited in the ground-state
transfer experiment. Therefore they are particularly interesting. The potentials of these
states are plotted in red and blue in figure 4.11. Firstly, we look closer on the 0+

u (2P1/2)
potential because it has a simpler hyperfine structure. This is followed by a discussion
of the 0+

u (2P3/2) potentials.

Hyperfine structure of the 0+
u (2P1/2) potential

The 0+
u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential is plotted in red in figure 4.11 relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2+

6p2P3/2) dissociation limit. In figure 4.14, we plotted the hyperfine potentials that be-
long to the hyperfine structure of the 0+

u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential relative to the
0+
u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. In this way, we can illustrate the relative hyperfine split-

ting of the 0+
u (2P1/2) potential and we show how the hyperfine potentials are pushed
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Figure 4.14: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential relative to the
0+u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. Hyperfine potentials that are characterized by
an even (odd) value of |mf | are plotted in black (red).

away by hyperfine interactions from the adiabatic potential. The values of |mf | of the
hyperfine potentials that belong to the 0+

u (2P1/2) potential vary from zero to seven. In
figure 4.14 we plotted even values of |mf | in black and odd values in red. What is re-
markable, in figure 4.14 is the drastic change of the magnitude of the hyperfine structure
around the avoided crossing that is centered at Rcrossing = 10.6a0 at an energy of ap-
proximately −5500 cm−1 relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 + 6p2P3/2) dissociation limit. The
value of the maximum hyperfine splitting changes from about 60MHz to much less than
1MHz within a few times of the Bohr radius. We explain this behavior with two effects.
Firstly, one has to consider that the 0+

u (2P1/2) state is formed by spin-orbit coupling
between the A1Σ+

u state and the b3Πu state. Due to the avoided crossing, the ratio of
the A and the b state in the composition of the coupled state changes. For energies
much smaller than −5500cm−1 relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2 +6p2P3/2) dissociation limit,
the 0+

u (2P1/2) state is almost entirely formed by the b state. Triplet states have a larger
hyperfine splitting than singlet states. Since the contribution of the b state decreases
during the avoided crossing, also the hyperfine splitting is reduced. The composition
of the 0+

u (2P1/2) in A and b state can be illustrated by the energy dependency of the
rotational constant Bν .

One calculates Bν by averaging the value of an electronic potential with a vibrational
wave function. If one uses different vibrational wave functions, Bν is different. In
figure 4.15, Bν is calculated using vibrational wave functions gained from the diabatic
potentials A and b (black crosses) and vibrational wave functions gained by a coupled
channel calculation, where the A and b state are coupled (red crosses). The lower
lying line of black crosses describes Bν of the A state. The higher lying line of black
crosses describes Bν of the b state. In figure 4.16 Bν is calculated using vibrational
wave functions gained from the adiabatic potentials 0+

u (2P1/2) (blue line) and 0+
u (2P3/2)
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(black line) and vibrational wave functions gained by a coupled channel calculation,
where the 0+

u (2P1/2) state and the 0+
u (2P1/2) state are coupled. In figure 4.15 and

figure 4.16, the coupled channel calculations lead to the same results of Bν . This is
because the vibrational state with which Bν is calculated is the same in both figures.
Coupling the A state and the b state or the 0+

u (2P1/2) state and 0+
u (2P3/2) state is only

a different representation of the basis that is used in the coupled potential calculations.
Where the coupled potential calculations and the single potential calculations lead to
the same result of Bν , the coupled vibrational wave function is formed purely by one
state. For energies much smaller than −5500cm−1 relative to the Cs2(6s2S1/2+6p2P3/2)
dissociation limit, the coupled potential calculation, the calculations with the b state
potential as well as the calculations with the 0+

u (2P1/2) state potential are almost the
same. Thus, one can conclude that the coupling is negligible and the electronic 0+

u (2P1/2)
state is formed entirely by the b state.

Figure 4.15: Rotational Constant Bν calculated with vibrational wave functions of
the A and the b potentials and vibrational wave functions obtained by
coupling the A and the b potential. The lower series of black crosses shows the
values of Bν calculated with vibrational wave functions of the A potential. The
upper series of black crosses shows results of Bν when only the b potential is used
in the calculation. The red crosses indicate the values of Bν for vibrational wave
functions obtained from coupling the A and the b potentials.

Secondly, the effect of the avoided crossing between the 0+
u (2P1/2) and the 0+

u (2P3/2)
potentials is also important. Due to the avoided crossing the 0+

u (2P1/2) potential and
the 0−u potential are separated more and more as R increases. At small internuclear
separations, the 0−u hyperfine states are the main perturbers of the 0+

u (2P1/2) states and
mostly responsible for the structure of the hyperfine splitting. Due to larger separations,
second order perturbation effects decrease and consequently also the hyperfine splitting.

At larger internuclear distances (R > 20a0) the magnitude of the hyperfine splitting
increases again. All Cs2(6s+6p) potentials come closer to each other since electrostatic
forces decrease for larger values of R. Therefore, the hyperfine states generally perturb
each other more.
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Figure 4.16: Rotational Constant Bν calculated with vibrational wave functions of the
0+u (2P1/2) potential (blue line), the 0+u (2P3/2) potential (black line) and wave func-
tions gained by coupling of 0+u (2P1/2) and 0+u (2P3/2) vibrational wave functions
(red circles). From this figure and figure 4.15 we can conclude that the 0+u (2P1/2)
state is formed predominantly by the b state for energies smaller than −5500cm−1.
This is because in this energy region the coupled channel calculations and the single
channel calculations with the b and the 0+u (2P1/2) potentials give approximately
the same results for Bν .
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Hyperfine structure of the 0+
u (2P3/2) potential

In contrast to the latter case of 0+
u (2P1/2), the hyperfine structure of 0+

u (2P3/2) is
more complicated because the 0+

u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential performs six crossings with
other adiabatic potentials as seen in figure 4.17. The blue curve in figure 4.17 is the
0+
u (2P3/2) potential. It crosses the 2u potential at R = 10.6a0 (inset a), the 1u(2P1/2)

at R = 11.14a0 (inset b),the 1g(
2P1/2) potential at R = 13.98a0 (inset c), the 0−g (2P1/2)

potential at R = 14.02a0 (inset c),the 1u(2P1/2) potential at R = 17.84a0 (inset d) and
finally the 0−g (2P1/2) potential at R = 22.49a0 (inset e).

Figure 4.17: Adiabatic potentials from 5a0 up to 30a0. The blue line is the electronic
potential of 0+u (2P3/2). The insets a-e show the various crossings of the 0+u (2P3/2)
line with the 2u potential at R = 10.6a0 (inset a), the 1u(2P1/2) at R = 11.14a0
(inset b),the 1g(

2P1/2) potential at R = 13.98a0 (inset c), the 0−g (2P1/2) potential
at R = 14.02a0 (inset c),the 1u(2P1/2) potential at R = 17.84a0 (inset d) and
finally the 0−g (2P1/2) potential at R = 22.49a0 (inset e).

When hyperfine interactions are included, Ω and the eigenvalues of the g/u symmetry-
operator cease being good quantum numbers. As a result, the hyperfine potentials
anticross where the adiabatic potentials make a real crossing (as seen in figure 4.17). If
we follow the hyperfine structure of 0+

u (2P3/2) adiabatically, starting from short nuclear
separations, we change due to the avoided crossing to the hyperfine structure of another
adiabatic potential. Close to an avoided crossing, the hyperfine potentials cannot be as-
signed to the hyperfine structure of only one of the adiabatic potentials that perform the
anticrossing. During the avoided crossings the hyperfine potentials change adiabatically
from the hyperfine structure of one specific adiabatic potential to the other. Figure 4.18
illustrates this fact. It shows a zoom on the avoided crossing between the 0+

u (2P3/2)
hyperfine potentials and the 1u(2P1/2) hyperfine potentials around R = 17.84a0. When
we follow the hyperfine potentials of 0+

u (2P3/2) adiabatically starting from the left (All
hyperfine potentials that form the hyperfine structure of 0+

u (2P3/2) on the left side of the
avoided crossing are drawn in black.) we change within 0.01a0 to the hyperfine struc-
ture of 1u(2P1/2). The maximum hyperfine splitting of the 0+

u (2P3/2) potential before
the crossing is rather small, approximately 15 MHz, whereas the maximum hyperfine
splitting of the 1u(2P1/2) potential after the avoided crossing is about 5GHz, more than
100 times larger. The result is an increase of the hyperfine splitting.
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Figure 4.18: Avoided crossing between the 0+u (2P3/2) hyperfine potentials and the
1u(2P1/2) potentials at internuclear separations of about 17.84a0. Hyper-
fine potentials that belong on the left side of the avoided crossing to the hyperfine
structure of the 1u(2P1/2) adiabatic potential are plotted in red and hyperfine po-
tentials that belong to the hyperfine structure of the 0+u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential
are plotted in black. In the central region of the avoided crossing hyperfine poten-
tials can couple and thus, hyperfine potentials cannot be counted to the hyperfine
structure of a specific adiabatic potential. On the right side of the avoided crossing
one sees that the hyperfine structure of the 0+u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential is formed
by hyperfine potentials that belonged before the avoided crossing to the hyperfine
structure of the 1u(2P1/2) adiabatic potential (red lines). The hyperfine structure
of 1u(2P1/2) is formed by red and black lines on the right of the avoided crossing.

In figure 4.19 we show a plot of the hyperfine potentials that form the hyperfine structure
of the 0+

u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine potentials are plotted relative to
the line that results from taking the average of all the hyperfine potentials that form
the hyperfine structure of 0+

u (2P3/2).

Two developments are observable. First, there are three local peaks visible. The peaks
are results of the avoided crossings between the hyperfine potentials of different adiabatic
potentials. Due to the small separations between the curves, second order perturbation
effects lead to a strong increase of the hyperfine structure. Moreover, as explained before
in the discussion of the avoided crossing between the 0+

u (2P3/2) hyperfine potentials
and the 1u(2P1/2) hyperfine potentials, the hyperfine potentials change their properties
from one adiabatic potential to another. The hyperfine structure increases rapidly when
the state after the crossing has a larger hyperfine structure than the state before the
crossing. The peaks at R = 10.6a0 and R = 22.49a0 (see figure 4.17) cannot be seen
in the plot, because they are too sharp. Also the two peaks at R = 14a0 cannot be
resolved individually. They lie too close to each other. The second development is a
general increase of the hyperfine splitting from small to large nuclear separations. For
R < 10.6a0 the maximum splitting is about 0.5 MHz. Between the two large peaks
it is approximately 10 MHz in magnitude, and for R > 19a0 the maximum splitting
increases strongly. The increase is a result of decreasing electrostatic interactions for
larger values of R. The potentials move closer together and perturb each other more.
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Figure 4.19: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
potentials are plotted relative to the average line of all 36 hyperfine potentials.

4.3.3 Maximum Splitting

In this section we present the maximum splitting of the hyperfine structures of the
0+
u (2P1/2) potential and the 0+

u (2P1/2) potential as a function of the internuclear dis-
tance. The maximum splitting of the hyperfine structure at a specific value of R is
given by the difference between the highest and the lowest line hyperfine potential. The
plot for the maximum splitting of the two adiabatic potentials is shown in figure 4.20.
In regions of avoided crossings, where one can not relate the hyperfine potentials to the
hyperfine structure of a specific adiabatic potential, the plots are suppressed.

Using this figure, we can make a rough estimation of the hyperfine splitting of vibrational
levels used in the STIRAP ground-state transfer. The energy of a vibrational state ν
is the expectation value of an electronic potential averaged with the vibrational wave
function of the state ν. Where the vibrational wave function is large, the weight of
the potential in the calculation of the average value is higher. For vibrational levels far
above the bottom of the electronic potential, the vibrational wave function is dominated
by the vibrational energy at the Condon points. Thus, the hyperfine splitting of the
electronic states at the Condon points dominates the hyperfine structure of vibrational
energy levels. The maximum splitting of the hyperfine potentials at the Condon points
is therefore providing a rough estimation of the hyperfine splitting of the vibrational
levels.

The two used vibrational states with ν = 61 and ν = 225 as marked in figure 4.11
have right hand Condon points of R61

1/2 = 11.9a0 and R225
1/2 = 15.58a0 in the 0+

u (2P1/2)

and R61
3/2 = 11.04a0 and R225

3/2 = 13.61a0 in the 0+
u (2P3/2) potential. For the 0+

u (2P1/2)
potential, we get a maximum hyperfine splitting smaller than 1 MHz at both values of
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Figure 4.20: Maximum splitting of the 0+u (2P1/2) hyperfine potentials (red) and the
0+u (2P3/2) hyperfine potentials (blue). The plot is suppressed in regions of
the avoided crossings, where one can not relate the hyperfine potentials to the
hyperfine structure of a specific adiabatic potential.

R. For the 0+
u (2P3/2) potentials, we get a maximum hyperfine splitting of 7 MHz for

R613/2 = 11.0a0 and 9 MHz for R2253/2 = 13.61a0.

Maximum splitting of all adiabatic potentials

At this point, we also show the maximum hyperfine splitting as a function of R for all
adiabatic potentials. The hyperfine potentials are plotted relative to the average line of
all hyperfine potentials that form the considered hyperfine structure. In regions of the
avoided crossings, where one can not relate the hyperfine potentials to the hyperfine
structure of a specific adiabatic potential, we suppressed the plotting.

We find that the maximum hyperfine splitting differs much for the various states. States
with Ω = 2 and some states with Ω = 1 have a large maximum hyperfine splitting that is
close to 9 GHz for all values of R. Other states with Ω = 1 show a stronger dependence
on the internuclear distance but in general the maximum splitting is larger than 1 GHz.
States that are described by Ω = 0 show a very strong dependence on the internuclear
distance. In general, these states have a small maximum hyperfine splitting (between 1
and 200 MHz). However, locally the splitting can be very large.
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Figure 4.21: Maximum splitting of the 0u hyperfine potentials. Displayed are the max-
imum splittings of the hyperfine structures of the 0+u (2P1/2) (red),the 0+u (2P3/2)
(blue), the 0−u (2P1/2) (purple) and the 0−u (2P3/2) (black) adiabatic potentials.

Figure 4.22: Maximum splitting of the 0g hyperfine potentials. Displayed are the max-
imum splittings of the hyperfine structures of the 0−g (2P1/2) (red),the 0−g (2P3/2)
(blue), the 0+g (2P1/2) (purple) and the 0+g (2P3/2) (black) adiabatic potentials.
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Figure 4.23: Maximum splitting of the 1u hyperfine potentials. Displayed are the maxi-
mum splittings of the hyperfine structures of the 1u(2P1/2) (red),the 1u(2P3/2)(b)
(blue) and the 1u(2P3/2)(a) (purple) adiabatic potentials.

Figure 4.24: Maximum splitting of the 1g hyperfine potentials. Displayed are the maxi-
mum splittings of the hyperfine structures of the 1g(

2P1/2)(b) (red),the 1g(
2P3/2)

(blue) and the 1g(
2P1/2)(a) (purple) adiabatic potentials.
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Figure 4.25: Maximum splitting of the Ω = 2 hyperfine potentials. Displayed are the
maximum splittings of the hyperfine structures of the 2g (red) and the 2u (purple)
adiabatic potentials.
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5 Perspectives

In the preceding chapters, we explain basic principles that are important for the un-
derstanding of our calculations on the molecular hyperfine structure. Moreover, the
model that we use to calculate the hyperfine structure of the Cs2 dimer in electronically
excited states is presented in Chapter 3. Then, we also discuss and illustrate the results
of our calculations. At the end of Chapter 4 we have seen that we expect a very small
hyperfine splitting for rovibrational states of the (A− b)0+

u system. This is also in qual-
itative agreement with spectroscopic measurements, which reveal a hyperfine splitting
of rovibrational states of the (A − b)0+

u system that should be smaller or on the same
order of magnitude as our results (see Ref. [68] and Ref. [69]).

A small hyperfine splitting can lead to loss of state control. If one wants to populate
a specific molecular hyperfine state, it is possible that transitions to several unwanted
hyperfine states occur. This may also be problematic for the optimization of our STI-
RAP process. Of course, selection rules help to decrease the number of loss channels.
Especially in the case of homonuclear diatomic molecules, where symmetry properties
reduce the number of possible values for the nuclear spin quantum number, state control
can be maintained due to selection rules to a high degree. In the case of heteronuclear
molecules, no restriction for the nuclear spin exists. Thus, the number of states that
can be unintentionally populated is increased. In order to better estimate possible dif-
ficulties that arise due to a small hyperfine structure more spectroscopic experiments
have to be performed and a detailed comparison of spectroscopic data with our results
is needed. However, also a more general theoretical treatment of the hyperfine structure
of diatomic molecules has to be achieved.

In this final Chapter we describe some improvements to the presented calculations that
can be made in order to compare the model with experimental data.

5.1 Variable Spin-Orbit Interaction

A first improvement of the calculations is obtained by considering a more complex model
of the spin-orbit interaction. In our calculations we considered the spin-orbit interaction
to be determined by the spin-orbit interaction of the atoms. Therefore, it is constant for
every value of R. However, in a molecule the magnitude of the spin-orbit interaction,
as the electronic potentials, is a function of the internuclear distance.

Romain Vexiau1 has already implemented the variable spin-orbit interaction to simulate
the coupling of the A1Σ+

u and the b3Πu potentials. The data that he uses to describe the
variable spin-orbit interaction are taken from [90]. The spin-orbit interaction between
all other potentials is still assumed to be constant. In figure 5.1 we show a plot of
the hyperfine structure of the 0+

u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential with variable spin-orbit

1Laboratoire Aimé Cotton
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interaction. In the figure, the hyperfine potentials are plotted relative to the average
line of all 36 hyperfine potentials of the 0+

u (2P1/2) hyperfine structure. If one compares
figure 5.1 and figure 6.6, which shows the hyperfine structure of 0+

u (2P1/2) with constant
spin-orbit interaction, one sees that the hyperfine splitting is generally larger for variable
spin-orbit interaction. This is because the variable spin-orbit interactions are smaller
in most regions than the constant spin-orbit interaction. Smaller spin-orbit interactions
results in closer lying adiabatic potentials and thus the hyperfine potentials perturb
each other stronger.

Figure 5.1: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential with variable
spin-orbit interaction. The hyperfine potentials are plotted relative to the aver-
age of all hyperfine potentials that form the hyperfine structure of 0+u (2P1/2).

5.2 Calculation of the Hyperfine Structure of Vibrational
Levels

In section 2.3.5, we showed how vibrational levels are calculated. Romain Vexiau already
used the hyperfine potentials to calculate the hyperfine structure of vibrational levels
that are exploited in the ground-state transfer. In his approach, the hyperfine splitting
of a vibrational level is calculated by perturbation theory. The perturbing term is the
difference ∆V i of a hyperfine potential and the adiabatic potential to whose hyperfine
structure the hyperfine potential is counted. In first order perturbation theory, the
unperturbed vibrational wave functions |Ψν〉 are used to average ∆Vi and thus hyperfine
energy corrections ∆Eν are calculated.

The vibrational wave functions of the (A − b)0+
u system are coupled vibrational wave

functions. Ψν is given by a linear combination of Ψν
1/2 and Ψν

3/2, which are vibrational
wave functions of the 0+

u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential and the 0+
u (2P3/2) adiabatic po-

tential respectively. The energy corrections ∆Eν are calculated using a formula of the
form:
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∆Eν = 〈Ψν |∆V (R)|Ψν〉 = 〈Ψν
1/2|∆V1/2(R)|Ψν

1/2〉+ 〈Ψν
3/2|∆V3/2(R)|Ψν

3/2〉. (5.1)

The vibrational wave functions of the levels ν = 62 and ν = 225 are plotted in figure 5.2.
As an example for the results of the calculations, we show in figure 5.3 the hyperfine
structure of the vibrational levels ν = 62 and ν = 225. Only 16 vibrational levels
are seen because only levels with ε = +1 are plotted. In all plots variable spin-orbit
interaction is used.

Figure 5.2: The coupled vibrational
wave function for vibra-
tional levels ν = 62 and ν =
225. The red (black) line indi-
cates Ψν

3/2(Ψ
ν
1/2).

Figure 5.3: Hyperfine structure of the
ν = 62 and ν = 225 vibra-
tional levels .

5.3 Inclusion of Rotation and Magnetic Fields into the
Calculations

In order to compare the results of the calculations with experimental data one also has
to study the effect of hyperfine interaction simultaneously with the molecular rotation
and the magnetic interaction. At the present, there is not much data at our hand
with which to compare our calculations. One possible source is the high resolution
spectroscopy data produced by our group [68]. Here, rovibrational levels of the (A−b)0+

u

system and rovibrational levels of the (1)3Σ+
g potential have been investigated. The

used magnetic fields lie between 1.9 mT and 2.2 mT. The rovibrational states studied
in the spectroscopic data are odd because in the rovibronic ground state N = 0 (even).
(Optical transitions with linear polarized light allow only transitions that fulfill ∆N =
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±1.) To compare the data with results, at least the case of odd N has to be described
by our calculations.

5.4 Comparison of the Results of the Model with
Spectroscopic Data

Though we have not yet included rotational splitting and Zeeman splitting in our model
we can conjecture about consequences of our findings for resolution requirements of spec-
troscopic experiments of the (A − b)0+

u state. The optical loss spectroscopy measure-
ments presented in Ref. [68] could not resolve any hyperfine structure of the rovibronic
state (A− b)0+

u (ν=225,N=1) (The results for the experimental data is shown in figure
5.4.). Analysis of the measurements reveals a line width of the (A− b)0+

u (ν=225,N=1)
state of about 12 MHz. Our calculations predict that the maximum splitting of all 36
potentials that form the hyperfine structure of (A − b)0+

u is smaller than 9 MHz for
the (A− b)0+

u (ν=225,N=0) state (see section 4.3.3). Romain Vexiau’s calculations for
the (A − b)0+

u (ν=222,N=0) state (section 5.2) show that the maximum splitting for
states described by the quantum number ε = +1 is about 3 MHz. Taking into account
that the number of states will be largely increased when going from N = 0 to N = 1,
it is possible that the resolution of the experiment, which has kHz precision, was not
sufficient to resolve the hyperfine structure of the (A− b)0+

u (ν=225,N=1) state. Fur-
ther spectroscopy with higher resolution can answer this question. However, it is likely
that the life time τ of the (A − b)0+

u (ν=225,N=1) state leads to a natural line width
Γ = 1

τ that is larger than the hyperfine structure. In this case, one cannot resolve the
hyperfine structure because it disappears in the natural line width. The natural line
width of rovibronic levels is about 0.1-1000 MHz. If the natural line width is too large
to resolve hyperfine structure, one can try to perform measurements at higher magnetic
fields where the Zeeman splitting leads to a hyperfine splitting that exceeds the natural
line width.

Ref. [68] also indicates that the hyperfine structure of the (1)3Σ+
g can readily be re-

solved. Comparison with the hyperfine splitting of this state can give valuable informa-
tion on the quality of our approximations.
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Figure 5.4: Optical loss spectroscopy assigned to the (A− b)0+u (ν=225) state. Panel
A shows a coarse-grained scan over resonance lines of the (A− b)0+u (ν=225) state.
The scan is performed near 1126 nm. The three resonances indicate transitions from
the initial Feshbach molecule state to the rovibronic (A− b)0+u (ν=225, N = 1, 3, 5)
states. Panel B-D show measurements with higher resolution of the resonances
visible in A. The solid lines represent fits to determine Rabi frequencies and the
life times. The two colors in Panel D indicate measurements for different laser
intensities. Figure is taken from Ref. [68]
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6 Appendix

6.1 Additional Relative Hyperfine Plots

The primary motivation for this thesis was the investigation of the hyperfine structure
of molecular states that are exploited in our experiments of the ground-state transfer
of molecules. These states belong to the (A− b)0+

u system. For this reason we discuss
the hyperfine splitting of these states in detail. A detailed discussion of the hyperfine
structure of other states would go beyond the scope of this thesis. However, we have also
simulated the hyperfine splitting of all other potentials that dissociate to the Cs2(6s+6p)
limit. We show the results of our calculations for all calculated states in this appendix in
the form of figures in which the hyperfine potentials of a specific adiabatic potential are
plotted relative to the average line of all hyperfine potential that form the considered
hyperfine structure. Moreover we also give the number of hyperfine components of each
considered potential.

Figure 6.1: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+g (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.2: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+g (2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.3: Hyperfine potentials of the 0−g (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.4: Hyperfine potentials of the 0−g (2P3/2) adiabatic potential.The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.5: Zoom on figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.6: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.7: Hyperfine potentials of the 0+u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.8: Hyperfine potentials of the 0−u (2P1/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.9: Hyperfine potentials of the 0−u (2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 36 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.10: Hyperfine potentials of the 1g(
2P1/2)(a) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine

structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.11: Hyperfine potentials of the 1g(
2P1/2)(b) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine

structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.12: Hyperfine potentials of the 1g(
2P3/2) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine

structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.13: Hyperfine potentials of the 1u(2P1/2) adiabatic potential.The hyperfine
structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.14: Hyperfine potentials of the 1u(2P3/2)(a) adiabatic potential. The hyperfine
structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.15: Hyperfine potentials of the 1u(2P3/2(b)) adiabatic potential.The hyperfine
structure is made up by 71 hyperfine potentials.
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Figure 6.16: Hyperfine potentials of the 2g adiabatic potential. The hyperfine structure
is made up by 70 hyperfine potentials.

Figure 6.17: Hyperfine potentials of the 2u adiabatic potential. The hyperfine structure
is made up by 70 hyperfine potentials.
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